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This mono~raph i s prin~rily concerned with the analysis 
for attitudinal tones carried w~thin the structure of l an~uaee 
in 150 rando:nly selec t ed 1 i ncs of poetry by Ca!'.'l ...,anriburg . 
Workin ~ fro~ the pre~i se that man ' s total pers~nality is composed 
of in te llectual , e~ot i onnl , ~nd phy s ical aspe~ts , o~e m3.y propose 
thqt in :'1~:.n ' s ef:orts to co "l'l..,t.:nic~te "11. ':h other s , ~11 three parts 
of t- he per~onal i ty w i 11 c ::ne thr0u :i;h in ":he 18.n ..ruai;e he employs . 
Therefore , attitudes will be pres0 nt i~ ~he lan~uqge structures 
wh ich are used . If attitudina l over- tones are cresent in lin-
guistic statements , the r e sh~uld be sonc method with whic h these 
tones c~n be separated an~ distinguished , rhis monograph i s an 
eff ort to establi s h -'chis con ten ti on and -:o present tr.ree rn'='thods 
with w'ri ich a tti tt.<d ~nal tone!'; :~ny be Meas;; ·"ed with varied de:::;rces 
of success . Th!'~P g_~.pr:>ac!'l-23 ':lere auplied ir. t':"tis s:udy which 
deal with disti~~-: net~ods of l~ngua~e ~n~lysis . Jamies ~n · s 
A 3ra~~ar of ]~et1~ic prc~e~ts a rhetori~~1 ~npro~ch to identi -
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fy ing various attitudes connected with initial phoneme sounds . 
Reiss ' theory in Lan~u~ge and Ps1c holo =y deals with a psycho-
l ogical approach to lan;uaFe study usin ~ word - centered m~lar 
behavioral connections bet~een wo rd s as it s bas i s . The third 
method which was applied to the poetic st~tements is Plutchik ' s 
emotive t heory fror.i The_ Er.iotinns : r act , Thfinrv , A.nd ~ New Mode l 
whi ch i s psycholin ~·u ; stir~l i..n n-8. ture . Howe ve~ . t h is the0ry 
was a~plied only as a ch eck nn ~he valirtity of ~he other two 
approar.hes . 
Chapter One i s pri mari ly concerned with an e x 9l~nation of 
the nature of the mono~raph . Included in t his s ecLion a~e de-
f in i t i ons e s sent ia 1 to the 1Jn·ie .cs tand ing of the study wh 1 ch deal 
with v;;ci. ri ou s areas of granna.r suc h ?. s phonolo :;y , morpho1oLy , A.nd 
syntax . rte:erence ~o various rhetori cal approaches such as the 
brid~e qnd perspect ive theories , the nature o~ poetry , :nan ' s 
tota l personality , t he for~qtion of attitudes , the nature of 
l an.=;;u3.ge itself , ta~me:nic analys is ," et i c " as opposed to "emic " , 
the poet , ~n rl those wJrks ~ o b0 included may be f ound in t hi s 
section . Also included are the procenures to be fol~owed , pr e -
vi ous wark in t~e fi el d , an1 purpose and sp~c i f ic elements which 
are to be pro ve n • 
. Chapter Two is conc erned wi t h the appl ic~tion of Ja~ieson ' s 
theory of initial phon9~ic co~binations to Sandburg ' s poetry . 
The 150 r andomly selected i · ~ es were analyzed :~r the presence 
of certa in phone~ic combinations whic h Ja~ieson fc_t applied to 
certain sounrlri or movements w~ich were di re~~ ly connec t ed in a 
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psycholo gical way with the obj 0~t or action named . Of the twe lve 
contentions ~iven , ~1 1 we re su p~n~ ted in Sandburg ' s poetry . 
However , no defi~ite conrl~~i~ns cou l d be dra·qn unt il afte r 
Pl u tch ik ' s e ' n~ive tr.eory was rtppl i e i in Chanter r"'ive . 
In Chapter Three , Re i ss ' apprn~ch to lin : uistic analysis 
was Rpplied to the sel~cted poeo.)c utte r ances . Of the f 1rty- six 
mo 1 ar- ccnte~~rl W)rd l i sts co 1 pos ~d b/ Reiss , forty we~e appli -
cabl e . to thL,; :;tuJy , The ~ e were 189 phnr ., ~0 - ::;e:?•1ant'!.c Vrl!'."iants 
listed :or "':h0 f orty lists u sed . ·r he at•itwHn·1l aspects fo r the 
lists t esterl \•it:•!c 2.S follo·.·1.3 : 
1 L ;~ ... s 0 1 lJ 25 2c J? a-- 1 l•J "1er_~ '"'.0:::1· t •_ v~ i· n • ••. v• } I - I I - I .'J I I ' I I >' - ~' ~ -
c~:inot~tion . 
2 . r;-"';s l , 7 , ?4 , Jl , J8 , J9 , 1n·i h6 we !'.'·e neutral. 
J , Lis'.:s 14 , 2~ . '"'nl 40 ront::i.i. n ·~d ele ·~.0 nts "> f both purr 
r.nrl S":a!:·l worr} 5 , 
4 , :\11 otl-)e!" 1ists(27) ·,·;ere nec ~"'..~"c . 
Fro~ ~his stu~J . i ndic,tians ~re that R neg~ tlve nve~- to~e will 
dom in::tte i n he po c; tic state"ents . ~!ow'.'?v rJ!'.' , t11is <'intention can 
not be crov ~n ~~ t il Plutchik ' s ~d eas ~~v ! been 3prlied as a 
check . 
I n Chapter Pair , a com9arison- contr· ~t i s ~ncte~thken be -
tween the ineas o:::~ J8mieson 'lnd those of ~eiss . ·r he si:'lilari -
ties ns well as ~if~ere~ces were in~ica~ed . S 01ne of the con-
clusions rea~ h~d ~re as ~ollows : 
1 . Both theor-ies de:il to a ne::r..,e •\·ith ph1n rnic s ounds , 
but J~~ieson ~pplies more ~~pha ? is ~o t~is aspect . 
2 . B.,~!: theori ~ s are " ei i c " in 1"8.t · i·re qs the y are 
concerned w~+h the total rel~~~on~~~c between 
oarLs o~ an Jttcrq~ce up t 1 i+3 ov~c:~ll ~eanin~ . 
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J . J amieson ' s approach closely follows the bridge theory . 
4 . I n Reiss ' approach , e l ements of the perspective 
theory may be foundo 
5. J P..Mieson ' s theory is more "et i c " in the initial 
stai::es . 
6 . Reiss ' theory is entirely "ernic " from the beginn ing . 
7 . Both theories were fo·md to be applicable to a study 
of this type . 
To help determine which approac h to an attitudinal study of lan-
gu~ge proverl the more ~pplicable , Plutchik ' s e~otive theory was 
applied in Chapter Five as a chec k on the validity of the data 
obtained from the ot~er two approac hes . 
Chapte r Five dealt with ~he aoplication of Plutchik ' s theory 
for deter:nining emotional content in lan E;uae;e . Accordin g to 
this researcher , most emotions reoresent a combin~tion of feelin~s 
and are mixed in nature . He designates primary , secondary , and 
tertiary emotions as three cate ~orie s which may be separated and 
distinguished from each other according to thei r mixtur es . Using 
the se ideas , an analysis was made of t he 150 se l ected lines . 
Examples were noted which could be placed under all ei gh t of the 
pr imary emotive states which were designated by Plutchik , and the 
tot~ls ~re listed below : 
1 . State !(Exploration ) had 18 occurrences . 
?. • State II(Destruction ) i ndicated 6 incidents . 
J , State III(Reproduction ) showed 20 examples . 
4 . State IV(Inc orporati0n ) indicated 50 incidents . 
5. State V(O rientation ) li;:;ted 7 occurrences . 
6 . S~3.te VI( Protect i 0n ) had 11 ex~":ples . 
? . State VI I( Deprivation ) sh~wed J) inci1ents . 
8 . State VIII(R eje~t ion ) listed lh occurrences . 
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Although Incorporation listed the h ighest ~umber of examples over 
any of the other primary states , the eMo tio~a- i ntens i ty of this 
state i s extr~mely low • The hi ghest possib l e in ten~ity is only 
4 , 16 on a possible 11 . 0 scale . While Protec tion only listed 
eleven examples , a high intAnaity of 9 . 75 was re~istered in this 
stat e . Therefore , it is not the nunber of e xampl es which deter-
mine the over - ='lll tone in 8. wJrk , but the number of ex1.!':-roles 
which conta.in the h i~hest c·•1o"'"ive i:i"':1:rtsity . The e xa·nples wh ich 
we re hi~hest on the numeric~ scale were negative in tone ; thus 
the attit~d e was sl i ~htl v ne~ative as Reiss ' apcroac h in Cha pte r 
·rwo h::id ind ic·~-:ed e~r l i <)r . Furthe r pro0:' of the usefulness of 
both J~r:iieson ' s and Re i ss ' ~pproa.ches was i n. lica": ed ~n Ch?..pter 
Six . 
Chapter Six is concerned with the sum~a~y and conclusions 
r eached after the results of b0 -:h Ja~ieso~ · s and Aeiss ' theori es 
have been checked through tha applicatio~ of Pl~tc~ ik ' s approach . 
I t was 2oncluded tha~ both theo ri es are r elevant t o a study of 
attitudinal tone in poetry , but sone ~eservat ions ~ust be in1i -
cated . Proble~s ,ay be found within the ~heories themse lves as 
neit~e ~ appro~ch is tr~ly psycholin -uist ica l in natu~e . Both 
nethods re ly to0 h e ~~ily on w0rd action rather t han Jn emot i ve 
c0nte~t in words . Those a~eas w i t~in b~th theor i 2s which coul d 
correspond with ~n attitudinal study o~ :an ~uage proved mos t 
.. 
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significant ; however , neither theory was one- hundred per cent 
applicable . However , J~mie3nn ' s appro~ch was shown to be some-
what more effective t han Reiss '. Seven of the eight enoti ve 
states were detected when a conparison was made using Plu~chik ' s 
data to c hecR the validity of the info:rnqticin obt~ined when Jam-
ieson ' s anpro~ch was applied . This check indicates that Jamieson ' s 
theor y m~y be better suited to a lan~a~e analysis conce r ned with 
dctec ting the de ;;;ree of a tt i tud in al ove:-t .!ne s th -:i.n the ideas 
presented by ~eiss . ~hen Plu chik ' s check was applied to the dat~ 
obt~ined from the application of Reis s ' a9proach , only f ive of the 
ei ght pri:nary c .. iotive stales we'!'e indi cate d . In ci t her case , the 
study of poe tic ~tate~ents with emphasis ~iven to the determining 
of attitudinal tones presen~ has proven useful and si;"~nificant in 
th e field of lin :;u i st ic analysis . The asserti.'m that langua i:;e 
does carry ele~ents of ~h~ int9llectual , eMotional , and physical 
nature of man depicted thr,ugh attitud es has been verified in this 
study employin~ three orposin ~ methods of l~ngua~e ~nalysis . 
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NATURE OF THE MONO~~AFH , PROCEDURES , PREVIOUS 
WORK , PURPOSES AND ~PSCIFIC ~LEMENTS TO 
BE PROVEN , AND ESSENTIAL DEFINITI ONS 
I. NATURE OF THE MONOGRAPH 
_ This mono~raph is concerned with the poet ' s use of the 
language which can be scanned , at le~st st vlisticall y, for 
word s car~y ing attitudinal tones . The very nature of th i s 
proposal i mmediately l eads into two fields of analysis:rhetoric 
and psycholingu i stics . Because man is basically a soci a l animal , 
he attempts communication through two primary methods : speaking 
and writ i ng . Both forms are involved with theorie s of rh etoric 
and with psycholin~uis tical principles . However , the tagsing 
of words for emot i ve c ontent is a fairl y new a pproach i n langua~e 
study , while the value and applicat ion of the principles of rhe -
toric have l ong been r ecogn ized . Because communication is a 
complicated or ocess which be~ ins i n the wri ter , is car ried on 
by verbal utterances or wr i tten statements , and concludes in t he 
r eader , the study of rhetoric ha s held a significant posi tion 
in the past history of the educational field . 
Rhetoric began in the anc i en t world of the Greeks as a for -
mal study whose main purpose was to ensure that when a person 
discoursed , others would listen . ·rhe prim~ry f unc tipn of 
rhet oric in the Greek sense was to use words i n such a manner 
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t hat others would be persuaded in matters of law and politics . 
This form of persuasion rema ined one of the es sential elements 
of education during the entire Greco- Roman period . However , 
a round the n ineteenth century , the impor tance of rhetoric waned 
a s scientific achievements became more important . More recently , 
the word " rhetoric" is considered in a much broader context , 
and with i n this framewor k , r eference to the term will be made . 
Today , rhetoric applies to the communicative use of l anguage , 
both oral and written . In " communicative lan guage", the speaker 
wishes to be understood b1 the listener , but not necessarily 
agreed with . The important point is that the speaker desires to 
be understood , or to communicate , and this act ion between two 
i ndividuals , i f successful , is an example of effective communi -
cat ion . Rhetoric is concerned wi th that method which would best 
serve in aidin~ lan~uage to ac hieve this end . Rhetoric is both 
a science and rrn art : while on one hand, it is the systematic , 
t heoretic a l study as to how langu~ge is employed for the purpose 
of communic ation ; on the other hand , rhetoric deals with applying 
various learned techniques to a specific act of communication . 
In the study of poetry , analysis will be made from ~oth the 
t echnical point and from the psychological approach which will 
include both areas of rhetoric. The simple definiti on of rhe -
toric would state that rhetoric searches for the best means of 
expression f or that communication which one hopes to achieve , 
whether he be writin~ or spe ak ing . 
. . _:-,_ ·:. ..  ~ . ' ' 
~ •• • ,:i. " 
._ ~ ... .. ~-
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from this idea , several areas open for t he application of 
r hetorical methods to the analysis of poetry as a form of commun-
i cation . Along with the study of rhetoric in connection with 
selected poetic statements , psycholinguis~ical aspects will also 
be emphas ized . Prom a breakdown of the wo rd '' ps·1cholinguistics", 
"psycho" and "l inguistics" appear as its counterparts . The term 
re sults from the work of psychologists and linguists wh o combined 
their efforts to understand man through a study of his communi -
cative efforts . Until recently , psycholo~ists and linguists 
worked separately ; however , both parties have now realized that 
t he ir basic goal i s t he same i t o underst~nd t he complicated , unpre -
dictable animal known as man . Whil e psychologis ts have studied 
lan guage as a ke y to the understand i n g of the human mind , the 
linguist a lso has been concerned with learning what meanings are 
ca~ried in various sta t ements and associations between words and 
sounds . The negative and positive connotations contained i n 
certain utterances , as well as the s t ructural formation of the 
sent ence have a l s o received the linguist ' s attention . The psy-
cholo~ist soon realized that he could benefit great l y from the 
work carried on by the l inguist , as the lin ~uist realized that 
the studies concernins attitudes and t he emotional content of 
word s performed by the clinica l researcher could be useful to him . 
The lin ~uist , with his principal ly scientific r endering of the 
lan guage in a descriptive s ense , j o ined efforts with the psychol -
ogist , who atte mpted to interpret language as the key to under-
standing man. Psyc holin guistics was created . Psycholinguistic s 
.. . 
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i s concerned with both the message and with the structur a l form 
of the co mmunication . The connection between the statement and 
t he person who makes the utterance , ~s well as the effect of the 
c ommunication on the listener or r eader , is also considered . In 
psycholin ~uistics , the purely s c ient ific approach is no longer 
u sed~ as lang~age is c onsidered i n terms of the total personality 
of man , in addition to being viewed for its structural qual i ties . 
This primary concern with structural fo rm merges into the field 
of grammar. 
A completel y suitable definition of grammar satisfactory 
to every expert in the study of l a nguage has not yet been formu -
lated . Grammar may be said to consist of the description , analysis , 
and structurin~ of formal lan ~u~~e patterns . Th is process is 
involved in both readin ~ a nd writin g , or decodin~ and encoding , if 
one wishe s to use such technical terms . Grammar also refers to 
th~t system from which sentences may be formed in a language . 
Jramma~ is some times defined as that system which will generate 
all the gr ammatical sequences in a language . Fur ~her r efe rences 
to a definition of ~rammar may be found in Appendix A, but these 
general descriptions will serve at this point . Considering tha t 
grammar is concerned with the "manufacturing" of a language , a 
defin ite connec tion can be made with rhetoric , wh ich emphasizes 
the most effective techniques for the f ormation of g r ammat ic a l 
sequences . The term " g;r ammar of rhetoric " may be used to refer 
to the field of study concerned with formulating t he most effec-
tive technique s of sentence construction for the purpose of 
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conrnunic a t ion . A grammar o: rhetoric , then , is a system of 
language usa~e springin g from the grammar itself and dealing 
with the conceots alreRd y conta ined within the fr amework of the 
grammatical rul es whi c h a ppl y. to a language . In considering the 
gra!71maticRl rules of the English lanf?;uage , three primary areas 
must be emphas ized . E~.ch field is of enc ugh s isn if icance to 
merit sepa~ate attenti on . 
Phonolo~y i s that area of gr~m~ar whi ch concerns itself 
with t he actual sounds of speech . A differentiat ion can be made 
between the " phone mic " and " phonetic " use i n S')Und phraseology , 
Phonemic principles , relatin~ to t he systematic use of the speech 
utter;:ince in a :;i ve n l angua iTe , may be use1 to describe a langua ~e , 
while phonetics pertains to the purely ph1sical sound effects and 
characteristi cs of speech . Only f ort y- five basic sound units , 
or phonemes , appe~r in the Sn~lish langua~e ; however , the number 
of possible phonemic combi nations i s not not iceably limited . The 
innumerable combin~tion s of phonemes in the English langua ge have 
not yet been exhausted , as every vear "new" words beco:ne a part 
of the lan guage . A mo re detai l ed description of the function of 
the phoneme within the l a nguar;e structure is gi ven at a later 
point ; however , the combining of phonemes into what is te rmed as 
a morpheme prese~ts an in teresting area of gr ammar . 
Morpholo~y de als with the basic mean in~- carryi ng un it s of the 
laneuage , these units being referred t o a s morphemes . These mor -
pheme~ are sini l ar to the atom in the field of science , as the y 
are considered RS ind ivi sible units of l qngua~e formulated from 
. . _ ~ . ·~ ... . . .. . ·- •"' -
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phonemes , o r sound units . Morphemes include word bases , sometimes 
called root words , in f lections , and affixes . They comnrise two 
classes : bound m~rphemes and free morphemes . A bound morpheme 
is so named because of its dependency on the word with which it 
appears . A bound morpheme is located either before or af t er the 
base wQrd a~d i s contained in the - ment in govern~ent or the - ex 
in expre s3ion. Other examples of bound ~orphemes would be -est , 
- er , and i ntra- . tt free morpheme is usual l y a base word and can 
appear alone ; the word do ~ is an example of this type of morpheme . 
The word , as such , has been const ructed from a combination of 
phonemes ~nj is n ow ready to be formu lated into a sentence , lead -
ing into the third area of gram~ar known as syntax . 
From s 1mt1x , the act•.Jal sen t ence written in the En glish l an • 
guage is developed . However , syntax f irst involves sMaller units 
s uch a s n oun grouns , verb~ls , prepositiona l phraves , clauses , and 
othe r basic unit s of me~n in g which , when coMbined , r esult in sen-
tences . Syntax i s sign i fic ant as an area Jf grammar because 
primary emphasis is placed on how words or small g roups of words 
are combined to form l arge group clusters . ·rh e arran ~e~ent , or 
orde ring , of the Sngli sh s entence is a direc t result of the rules 
governing the placement of morphemes i n he field of syntax . The 
sigJ1i f icance of a g r ammar of rhetoric whi ch prov ides the most 
satisfactory techniques for shapin g the ~n glish sentence naturally 
must ·include the areas of phonology a nd morphology in addition to 
s yilt~x . However , when de;iling with t he sy3te:11 of rules governing 
the shap in g of co~munic at i ve sta t ements , one must consider , in 
addition t o the t hree areas already discussed , three types of · 
the.toric. • . 
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Three significant a r eas of rhetoric are persuasion , analogy , 
and definition . Each of these fields demonstrates a different 
wa y of using language as a communicative device . If , when using 
one form of communication rather than another , certain structu~al 
practices are not followe d , then effective c ommun ication can not 
be obtained . The art of persuasion has as its object communica-
t ion , the main emphas i s being placed on changing the l istene r ' s 
attitude about some s pec i f ic experience . Therefore , persuasion 
must deal with the language in terms of emotional qualit i es , i n 
that this form of rhetoric must evoke e motive responses from t he 
individual ~hich may or may not coincide with the ideas of the 
writer or speaker . In order t o use words whic h wil l result in 
agre ement from the reader , the writer must e mploy certain tech-
niques of phonolo~ , morpholo ~y , a nd synta x , leading the reade r 
into agreement with the thesis proposed by the write r. There -
fore , one may conclude that a grammar of rhetoric ~ould be con-
c erned with the applicat ion of vari ous methods leading t o 
agre ement in the area of persuasion . Analogy , on the other hand , 
is concerned with causing the r eader to make j udgments between 
two objects which are being compared . 
In the languRge of analogy , one ob j ect is compared to 
anot her i n such a manner that ce r tain qualifying , determining 
features of one object are brought into focu s through compa rison 
with 8n ot her un l ike object . Thus , the language t ends to be 
thought - eliciting rather than emo t ive in nature . The reader i s 
asked to make a decision between objects , a request wh ich neces-
sitates thou ~ht responses . In analogy , the writer uses al l areas 
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of gra~mar i n achieving the final result ; therefore , the reader 
is compelled ~o think because he is forced to make comparisons • . 
Def inition, likewise , has certain charac teris tics which distin-
guish this form of rhetoric from persuasi on and analogy . 
In emplo ying definition as a form of communication , the 
wr i ter is c onc erned wi th the physical nature of his subject . 
Thu s , the statements are intended to evoke sensorial responses 
from the reader , as he is ~iven descriptive terms applying to 
the physical senses . The very nature of definition evokes from 
the reader image s deal in g wi t h the physical qualities of a n object , 
as its traits are being separated and scrutinized i n the act of 
defining . Basic qualities are microscopically cnn sidered , and the 
obj ect under observation is distinguished f~om al l other objects 
on the basis of its physical qualities . Persuasion , analo~y , 
and defin ition are eff ective forms of communication . However , 
certain basic differences can be pointed out . In the area of per-
suasion , the writer is concerned with the emotive value of words, 
in ana l ogy , wi t h thou ght- provoking qualities , and in definit ion , 
with the physical description rendered by words . From this analy-
sis , the r e appear to be three basic t ypes of language usage 1 lan-
guage to evoke emotion , language to eli cit thought , and language 
to describe physical objects. The quest ion which has been raised 
by this conclusion r elates to what in man ' s personality requires 
him to have at his disposal three distinct categories for language 
c ommunicat ion , 
. If one considers that language may be used as a key to the 
under standing of man , as the psycholinguist contends , and i f , as 
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has been alre~ dy determined , there does appear to be thre e distinct 
a reas of language communication , then man ' s personality must be 
struct~red in such a way as to parallel these three areas . Lan-
gua~e may be constructed to furnish grounds for emotional , ration-
al , and sensorial expression , indicating tha t the total personality 
o f man is composed of the heart , the mind , and the body . Language 
used in such a manner as to elicit thou ~ht is structured to evoke 
intellectual res ponses and corresponds t o th at segment of the per-
sonality refe rred to as " t he mind". l'he abili ty of man to use 
l anguage to evoke fee lings , or emotions , stems from the side of the 
personality known as " the heart ". Fina ll;/ , language may be used 
to furnish ~rounds in referring to sensorial , or physical quali-
ties. This usage i s a result of man ' s third a spect of the person-
al ity , "the body" . 
These a spects form the triangular na ture of man ' s total per-
s onal i ty , whether he be fict ional in nature or a flesh-and- blood 
individual . A fic tional hero is parallel to actual man in one 
respect in that r esponses to experience , whether fictionally ren-
de red or whether occurring in real life , involve attitudes . Man 
possesses the abi lity to form attitudes when he is confronted 
with experiences , other people , and hi s environment in general . 
These attitude s , i f t hey are expressed , must be communicated 
~hrough l an guage , at least partially , as this avenue is the most 
s a tisfactory one available to the human being. Therefore , atti-
tudinal l anguage wil l occur whenever the i ndividual is confronted 
with experiences in rea lity , and the att itud inal tone ( the degree 
of emoti on invo lved ) in the lan guage should be s uch that some 
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degree of measurement is possible . The analysis of poetry for 
the de gree of attitudinal tone contained in selected excerpts 
should pr ove possible , once the exact nature of an attitude has 
been determined . 
In the discussion of attitudinal tone , reference was made 
to the de gree of emotion involved in or evolved by language ut-
t erances . However , an attitude consists of more than just one 
emotion. An individual may have an enormous number of attitudes 
concerning anything existing in the physical world around himo 
The objects of these attitudes may be physical phenomena , groups 
of people , social or~anizations , politics , and institutions , to 
mention a few possibilites . The number is limitless except in 
this one respect s man cannot form an atti tude about that which 
does not exist in his psycholo~ical world . Therefore , the basic 
ingredient which must be present before an attitude can be 
formed is co!p1itive recognition of the object about whic h the 
a ttitude is formed . The individual ~ust first have belief about 
the subject which he holds to be true , and these ideas serve as 
the first building blocks in the development of an attitude . 
Also , there must be feeling involved with these beliefs. In 
othe r words , one cannot have an at titude uless emotion is involv-
ed . According to Krech , Crutchfield , and Ballachy , 
as the individual develops , his co :;nitions , 
feel inqs , and the action tendencies with 
r espect to the various objects in his 
world become organized into enduring 
systems called attitudes .l 
Egerton rlallachy , et.al ., Individual in So~iety 1 ~ 
Textbook of Soci a l Psvcholory , (New .York : it1cGraw- Hill Book 
Company , 1962) , p . 139 . 
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Not only does the individual recognize and feel deeply about a 
certain matter, but he also re acts in an observable manner in 
accordance wi th his attitude . The cognitive reco gnition of a 
person to an object is also governed in part by his feelings and 
a cti on tendencies toward that ob ject , and any chan ~e in this 
r eac t i on will result in a change of attitude , As langua ge serves 
a s the main carrier of man ' s attitudes , the attitudes of an indi -
vi dual , whe ther expressed in writing or speaking , should be 
evident in the lan~uage structure he employs . The refore , i f a 
writer has certain attitudes concerning various expe riences in 
life , his written st~tements should reflect this emotional involve-
ment . I n t he field of poetry , espec i ally , attitudinal t one s should 
be present because the poet is more intimately involved with his 
subject matter in a personal way . The l.!>.n:;uage may be structured 
in such a way as to elicit emotional re sponses from the reader 
through the use of attitudina l tone s wh ich are part of the psycho-
logical field of the author at a given time . If these " tones" 
do e xist , then the iden tificatio n and se~aration of these tones 
into va r i ous catesories should be possible throu 5h a n analys is of 
the lin~uistic utterances . 
Language is capable of carryin~ emotional overtones in a 
dist inct manner . Reference to S. L Hayakawa ' s concept of " purr" 
a nd "snarl " words will serve to point out this idea . In his 
art icle , "Reports , I nferences , and Judgments", Hayakawa contends 
that there exist " eu l o;;is~ic " (purr) and " dyslo~istic " (snarl ) 
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categories into which words may be placed . 2 A definite negative 
attitude is held concerning those words placed in the s narl 
c lassificati nn , while a positive feelin g is elicited for those 
words in the purr category . An example will serve to clarify 
th is concept . The sentence "He is a dirt y J ew " elicits a nega-
ti ve r esponse from t he reader because of at leas t one wor d--
"dirty". However , if the reader has a feeling of anti - Semitism , 
t he word " Jew" also aids in fo rmi..n ~ a negative attitude . On 
the other hand , the utterance "Sally is a polite young l 8dy " 
lends i tself to a positi"e attitude bec'luse of the term "polite " . 
Sall y could be a " young lady", but with out the addition of " po-
lite", the ~e is no real basis for the formulation of a purr atti -
tude . Therefore , from these ex~mples , lan~uage has been shown to 
contain the ability to carry attitudinal tones based uoon the 
choice of words employed by the writer . He m~y choose t o elicit 
thoughts , emotions , or sensorial responses in either a eulogi st-
ic or a dyslogist ic manner , 
Language has been presented in light of its use for evoking 
thought s , emotions , or sensory classification as a hi gh ly flexible 
medium . However , no mention has yet been made about the exact 
nature of its structural qualities which allows for this diversity . 
I n a grammar of rhetoric , the various structures which predomi -
nate i n rational , emotional , or sensorial language would receive 
2 
S . I. Hayakawa , "Reports , Infe r ences , and Judgments", 
Lan~uage in Thought and Action , (New York s Harc ourt , rl race , 
& Vlorld , Inc ., 1964)-;p . 44. 
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a high de gree of emphasis , as their application would r esult in 
effective communica tion ~n a s pecific situation. In orde~ to 
const r uct a sentence which carries more intellectual tones than 
emotional ones , certa in word order must be followed. If , in a 
given sentence , adverbs are shifted to t he left of a noun , a 
slowing down of the phonological speed of the sentence results. 
These sentences will serve as examples : 
eally went i mmediately to the doo r . 
Immediately , Sally went t o the door . 
In the first e x~mple , the sentence flows along smoothly because 
the adve rb "im:rediate ly" appears in the fourth position, which 
i s it s usual pl~ce in t he en ~lish sentence construction. However , 
in the secnnd example , t he ad verb has been shifted to the pre-
n ounal position , causing a paus e in the sent ence after the word 
" i mmedia t ely" . A comma i s called for at t his poin t in the sen-
tence because the voice pauses qu i te noticeably wh en the sentence 
is re ad or~lly . The resulting sentence is muc h slower phonolog-
ically thaY'\ the first rendit ion . The pause allows the re ader 
more time for thought . I n brief , i f a sentence of an intellectual 
nature is desired , a shift of the adverb to the pre - nounal posi -
tion will give the needed results . Fo r a statement with emotive 
intensity , keeping the adverb in t he fourth position and placing 
the adj ectives in the pre- nounal position will achieve the desired 
emotive emphasis . In dealin~ with lan~uage to el icit sensorial 
pe~c eotion , the writer would use words dealing wi th the five 
senses . Colorful adjectives and descriptive adverbs would also 
play a significant part in t he sentence cons truction. A grammar 
of rhetoric would serve to make c lear those structures which 
1 4 
are needed whenever a writer wishes to use language for emotive , 
intellectual , or sensorial responses . The ~act having been estab-
lished that there are language con~t~uctiohs ' which do elicit aefinlte 
emotional responses fr om the reader , can one .also conclude 
that there are specific phonemic combinations which tend to evoke 
distinct responses? 
The importance of phoneme combinations i n the psychological 
meanings connected with a word is a field jus t beginnin~ to be 
explored by the ps.vcholin r.;uist . However , as early as 18JJ , 
Jamieson , in hi s ~ ~rammar of ~he toric , recognized the signifi-
cance of nhoneme structures . He pointed to the fact that various 
phoneme combination s lead to ce rtai n connections , or ideRs , about 
a word . lor example , the "sl " combinati on is connected with the 
idea of moti on in some degree in such words as " sling", " s lide", 
and " slip". J amieson noted that this same t ype of linkage applied 
t o other word groups be ginning with a certain phonemic unit , 
listing various examples of t hi s t ype i n his book . He was not 
the only person who explored the us e of certain sound combina-
tions , howe ver , because other writers , especially poets , were 
also aware of the importance of sound effect . A glimpse of 
s everal lines from Thomas Jray ' s "Elegy Writ ten in a Country 
Church-Yard" will illustrate the effective e mployment of sound 
psycholo gy : 
The Curfew tolls the knell of parting day , 
The l owi n g herd wind slowly o ' er the le a ; 
The plowman homeward plods his we ary way , 
And l eaves the world to darkness and to me . J 
J 
Thomas Gray , "Elegy Written in a Country Church- Yard" , 
(11. 1 -4) . 
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The use of words containing the "l" phoneme alone and i n combina-
tion with other sounds appears eight times i n these four lines , 
Gr ay used the i n it i a l " l " three times , the double " l " twice , t he 
" pl " tw i ce , and " s l " once to achieve a slow, melancholy , t ender 
t one . His use of i nit i al "w" four times also adds to t{le effect 
of slow weariness at the end of a l on~ day . From this exampl e , 
the effect of phonemes and sound combinations seems to play a 
s ignifican t part i n t he total range an y writer can hope to ac hieve 
through his written work in te~ms of its psychological aspects 
f or the reader . Attitudinal tones depend a great deal on phonet-
i c combinations whic h provide the psychological aspects eliciting 
definite response s from the reader . These responses have been 
considered on ly in reference to the " sound " qualities of a phoneme ; 
however , the total ran~e of phonemes in the lan~uage goes much 
deeper than mere consideration of sound aspects . 
A restatenent may be made at this point that phonemes are 
the basic sound units within a language . A phoneme may be desig-
nated a s the smallest class of significant speech sounds . How-
e ver , there are distinctions concerning certain type s of phonemes 
which have not been mentioned previously . The nine simple vowe ls , 
the three semi - vowels , and the twenty - one consonants are desig-
nated as '' segmental " phonemes , while the long vowels are not con-
sidered as such because most l i nguists agree that they are com-
posed of one simple vowel plus a semi - vowel . These vowe l 
combinations are E?;iven the technical ter!n of " complex vowel nuclei " , 
but are not represented in the phonemic a}phabet which can be 
r eferred to in Append i x B. Also included with the segmental 
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vowel and consonant phonemes are phoneme s for t he four levels of 
pitch , four degrees of syllabic stress , ~nd fou r methods of 
terminatin~ the speech ut terance ( juncture) . These twelve phonemes 
of American spe ech are desi ~nated as specia l , significant factors 
in the sys tem of audio- lingu istic signals , being referred to as 
"non- segmental " phonemes . Thi a addition brin~s the total number 
of phoneme s to forty- five . Phonemes deal only wi th small units 
of s ound , but when combined , t hey form larger unit s of language 
known as morphemes . The morpheme has been defined earlier as 
the s mallest se gment of sound which carries meaning . The building 
blocks of lan~a~e , then , are the phoneme s 'Nhi ch c ombine to form 
morphemes func ti oning either as words(fre e morph emes ) or as parts 
of words ( bound morphemes ). Language may be surveyed from two 
approaches : 11 etic '' and " emic 11 • In de::\ l ing with language f r om the 
"etic" approach , the distinct sound units would be studied indi -
vidually . In other wo rds , primary emphasia would be placed on how 
a partic ular consonan t or vowe l is articulated . However , i n an 
"emic" sense , the concern would- be with how the s ound r elated to 
other sounds in the mo rphemic unit , in the word , and finally , in 
connecti on with the sentence up to the paragraph level . The 
relationship of the part to the whole discourse would be explored . 
In speakin ~ in " emic 11 terms , the total rela tionship of one un it 
in reference to other units in t he c on struct i on is considered , 
while " eti c" refers s imply to the analysis of that one specific 
e lement in terms of its distinguishin~ traits . The study of lan-
guage from the vantage point of an 11 emic " approach leads into 
the field of t agmemic analysis . 
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The tagmernic approach, deriving its name from the idea of 
"emic " analysis , supports the contention that a sentence is com-
posed of a certain number of tagmemes , "functional units", each 
cons istin~ of a funct ional slot with its class fillers . This · 
type of analysis considers the relationship of every constituent 
in the sentence up to the paragraph level . A tagmeme may be de-
fined as 
the relationship between a slot of a 
pattern and the suitable class of 
units that will fit into this slot . 4 
Taking e ach of these tagmernes with their meanin~s produces 
meanin gful units of grammar . A tagmeme may be one of fou r types : 
selection , phonetic change , modulation , or orde r , Each tagmeme 
must be considered in the total analysis on the ta~emic level . 
Analysis of th i s type occurs on various levels , beginning with 
the minute stems of word formation . and pro~ressin g to the dis-
course level . E~ch l evel must be analyzed only in view of the 
total co mmunication system if un dersta nding . is to take _place , 
Each unit appearing in a discourse is import~nt in itself when 
the ran~e of choice which a writer has within the context of the 
English language is considered. Therefore . each segment should 
be d i scussed f rom the vantage point of its contribution to the 
total language act and its s uitability in .t hat specific utterance . 
The tagmeme is a unit which makes sense only when studied in con-
text . Therefore , the tagmemic approach shou ld prove valid in the 
analys is of a literary work , particularly poetry , where in order 
Tommy R. Burkett , et . al . , Generat ive En ~l i sh Handbook , 
(Belmont , Cali f ornia : Wadsworth Publi shin g Company , Inc ., 1968 ) , 
p. 124. 
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to determine what attitudinal tones are present , analysi s from 
the basic sound units through word and sentence construct i ons 
would have to be conducted . ·Thus , the t agmemic approac h lends 
new dimensions to the a nalysis of poetic language where total 
c ontext must be considered and where structural identification 
must be made . Also , the tagmemic theory allows f or two different 
approaches to the analysis of a given discourse . 
_I n ta~~emic analysis , two basic theor ies are posited 1 t he 
b r idge theory ~nd the perspective theory . These theories have 
simil '-3 r qualites ; however , they may be distin€;uished by def i nition . 
Suoporters of the bridge theory contend that units of a sequence 
must blend together in order for the mind t o understand the 
sequence easily . In other words , the slots of a pattern (for 
example , a paragr~ph ) should be filled only with certain units 
if the discourse is to fl ow smoothly and if the mind is to com-
prehend t he id eas of t he wr i ter . There will be no sharing , 
communication , transference , or understanding between two units , 
whether they be people , i deas , or sounds , unless there is some 
common meeting ground , or " bride;e ", where the distinction of one 
unit shades off into the distinction of the next . Jamieson , in 
A Grammar of ~hetoric , contends that 
... the current of sound mey be adopted 
to the tenour of discourse . Sounds have 
in many respects , a correspondence with 
our ideas ; partly nature , partly the 
effect of a rtificial associations . . . (and) 
any one modulation of sound , continued , 
imprints on our style a c e rta i n character-
i stic ~nd exoression . 5 
-----~-"---
5 
Alexander Jamieson , A Grammar of Rheto ri c , (New Haven : 
A. H. Maltby , lBJJ) , p . 1 28 . 
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J ami eson would agree with the assertion of the bridge theory that 
before communication can take place , there must be association 
in the mind between unit s of discourse . This " blending. together" 
of a sequence which should lea d to effective exoression would be 
accomnlished through the careful selection of phon emes , or basic 
sound uni ts, if one ·approai:hes the con s truction of the discourse 
from the v~ntage poin t of qoth J am i eson and the bridge theory . 
The general correspondence of the cur~ent of tho ught and the cur-
rent of sound is especially noticeable in poetry where at tention 
to sound is demanded and where inversions and poetic technique 
give the writer more liberty in his use of euphony . According to 
I . A . .Kichards , 
the chief characte~istic of ooets is Lheir 
amazing co~mand of words . Thls is not a 
mere matte~ of vocabula r y ..• It is not the 
qu 'lntity of words a writer has at hi s dis-
posal ... (but) hi s sense of how they modify 
one anoth e ~ . how their separate effects in 
the mind combing , how they fit into the 
whole response . 
Both t he brid~e theory and the perspective theory demand that one 
essential in ~red ient be present : association . As Ric hards stated , 
there must be that basic a ssociat ion in the mind between units 
in a discourse if communication is to t ake place , 
Like the brid ge theory , the perspective theory is also con-
cerned with how the mind reacts to units of discourse . However , 
in the perspective t heory , the contention is made that the mind 
looks at reality as a sequence of particles , as a series of waves , 
6 
I.A . ~ichards , "Science and Poetry", Crit icism : The 
Found'ltion of Modern Literarv Judge :nent , ed . by 1viark 3chorer , 
et. al ., (N ew York : Harcourt , Brace , and Co ., 1948) , p . 513 . 
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and as a field or ne twork . All thr ee perspe ctives must be pre sent 
before the mind can comprehend with any degree of wholeness . 
More emphasis is placed on the association of "whole " units rather 
ttan the individual association between segments of sound , as was 
upheld in the bridge theory . An out l ine demonstrates the way 
the perspec tive theory operates because the mind moves from par-
t icles(sm~ll divisi ons of the outline ) to waves ( the transit i on 
between outl ine parts ) to the network( seein ~ the outline as a 
whole after viewing its parts ) . In t h is wa; the mind is able , 
t hrough a sequence of smaller unit ~ . to evp~nd until comprehension 
of the whoJ e discourse has been achi eved . In ~eiss ' Langau£e and 
PsvcholoR" 1r , the linki ng ability of the rninti :s considered in view 
of the tot~l word and its assoc iative meani n s . ~e iss states that 
we emphasize ... that it i s the gener~l 1uality of 
the act i on of ~he object denoted by a word ... that 
determi ne s t he possible sc ope and v~~iety of 
meanin~s hat may be associated w~th a s i mple 
word- sou nd ... In line with the " p".>e~ic " character 
in ~eneral of the word - to - meanin g linka~e , we 
can now st::ite that it is an " emo-!;i·1e or feeli ng 
quality" that is percei ve d as possessed in C")mmon 
by any of the different specif:c ac.lons or 
objects that t he word may den ot e . ? 
In othe r words , Reiss also feels that associative mean i ngs can be 
made betwe9n one word and another in a manner simi lar to t he 
process which occurs us in ~ the perspective theo ry . The main 
word( pa!'.'ticle ) is chosen , suc h as the word "nose ". ·rhen other 
words (waves ) associated with the first vvord such as " snout", 
" snort '', and " snipe " are added . rinally , the!."e is a whole family 
7 
. Samuel Reiss , Lar.gu~ge an1 Psycholo~y . (New York : 
Philo sophical Library , 1959) , p . 27 . 
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of words (network ) which is associated either in meaning or in 
action with the b~se word . The results produce a " field " in wh ich 
the mind sees the total word list in relation to the word "nose " 
which served as the basis for ~he lin kage between a ll words in · 
the family. nhile J amieson ' s theory falls more closely in the 
area of t he bridee theory , ~eiss ' ideas al i gn readily with those 
proposed in the pe~spective approach. Although both techniques 
of analysis are ta~me:nic in nature , J amieson placed his emphasis 
on phonemic attack , while Reiss concentrates on word- centered 
molar behavi oral associations . The two approaches are both psycho-
l o~ical ~s they are concerned to a degree with the emotive r e - . 
sponses elicited fr~m t~e reader by the use of certain l~n~uage 
struct 11res . 
In app roaching lan~ua~e psycholo~ic~lly from Jamieson ' s point 
of view , the imp0rt2nce is placed on the sound se~ments withi n a 
discourse . He defined lan~uage as the act of communicqting 
thou~hts or ideas of the mind by cert~in articulate sounds , which 
are used as si ~~s for those ideas .8 The scholar contended that 
articulated sounds existed before actual words , and that the in-
vent ion of wards ~rose from imitation , as nearly as could be 
a chieved , of the nature or quality of the object which was named . 
Whatever objects were t o be named in wh i ch so~nd , or noise , or 
motion was c0ncerned , the imita ~ ion by words was a nat ural resul to 
Jamieson agreed whole -heartedly with AristJtle who stated that 
8 
... the instinct of imitation is implanted 
in man from childhood , one dif fe~ence in 
J amieson , Q:Q · cit ., p.J. 
him and other animals being that he is 
the most imitative of l iv i ng cre ~tures ... 9 
J amieson contends that nothing came e:::i.sier for man than using 
those sound s which are harsh to the ear for namin g an object or 
idea whose meaning catries the same harshness . Thus the word 
".<?;ruff" em9loys the " gr " sound which is harsh in American English , 
whi le the word itself :::i.rouses a ne~ative attitude . The phonemic 
combination chosen helped in determining the meanings associated 
with · the word . 
While Ja."lieson ' s theory demands the main emphasis be placed 
on the phone~ic combination used in words , Re iss approaches lan-
guqge psycholo ~ically f~om an0the r viewpoint . The basis of Reiss ' 
theor;1 is the idea of word-cente red :nolar b~h3.vioral assoc i3.tions 
based on vhole words . In this approach to language analysis , 
Reis s conte::-lds ~at by takin p; a sin ~le word such as "clatter" , 
a list c an b~ dra ::n up of associative wo:ds ;·:h ich b.v virtue of 
their ps ~ chJlo~ical meanin ~s follow the sa~e ide ~ or the base word . 
The action in 'n l·1ed in e<lc h word wo •tld be t~:::i.t of a "c lattering" 
noise . Word s whi.ch C)uld be in c~ uded are " clan?;", '' crackle ", and 
"rad :et". 1'\ :!..-:hou , h the S8.rr.e initial phon~:::e s do not appear , as 
Jamieson w0uld insist the y should , ~eiss c lai~s that by virtue 
of molqr behavior~l association (i . e . that each word is connected 
with the idea of clatter) these words may be justified psycho-
logic:::i.lly in appe~r ing on the same list . He also po ints to the 
fact that in the area of sound repe tition , the a appears in each 
9 
Aristotle , "Poetics " , Criti cism : 1'he F.:n indati nn of 
Modern Lite ra!' ·.r Jud.gement , on . cit ., p . 200 . - -
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word , wh i le the " ck" combination appears twice . While not pri -
marily concerned with s ound , Reiss does point to repeat ed sound 
combinations as P-nother aspect of his the ory . Thus , while J amieson ' s 
theor y de pends on the mind making a ssoci a t i ons through the occur-
ence of distinct phoneme comb inations a l one , Reiss ' s ideas inc lude 
t he belief that wh ole words should serve as the basis for psycho-
logical linka~e . Neither theo r y has been proven superior to the 
• other. as La Dri e re menti ons in " Structures , Sound , and !':lean ing" 1 
It is hard to say wh e t he r me anin~s or sounds 
mor e often in i tiate t he nne tic process , but 
the r e i s no theore t ical reason t o suppose any 
prirn~c y of ei t he r . 10 
Despite t he di ffe r ences in the theorie s , th8y are not irreconcil-
able since h0th depe~d on the s ounds of t~e lan gu~ge , whether in 
the fo r m of "'ho l e word un i t s o r pho nemic se~·~e n ts . t'lhich theo r y 
proves to be the rn0 st useful in the stwi y o~ p0e try will be 
establ i shed later as s e l ec ted poetic utter~nces a r e ex~mined in 
light o f both conce pts. While the lan ~ua~e fo r o r dinary communi-
cation may be diff e rent in s tructu r e fr ~~ the lan~uage us ed in 
poetry , there i s one r e spect i n wh i ch a likenes G can be shown . 
The subjects ,f t he poetic statements are t he s ame as the subjects 
of o rdina ry lR.n g,u~ge becau se both must deal w~ th the world of 
r ea lity . The poet , also , is li~ited t o using fo r his ideas 
expe ri ences , people , eve n t s , thin~s , and i nstitutions . 
The worl d of r eali ty cons ists of va~ious expe riences , people , 
even ts , irt eas , and .institutions with whi ch an i nd i vidual must 
assnc i ate ~· _F_0r e ach person, t his " rea l worl d" :nay be different , 
10 
Cr:?.icr 
Sound ~nd ~oetry , 
Unive rs ity Press , 
• 
La Driere , " Structure , ~ oun d , .::i nd Meaning", 
ed . bv Northroo ? r ye , (N ew York : Columbia 
1956) , p. 97 . 
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but the basic co~ponents a~e the same . Depending upon the i mmed-
i ate psycholo s ical f ield(what one thinks and feels at a gi ven 
moment ) of the ind i vi dual , the world of r e8.l ity may either be 
con s i de r ed in a posit i ve or i n a n eg~t ive manner . Man has e x-
pe riences within this world ; certain e vents oc~u r to hi m, arourid 
h i m, or a re done by h im . He has definite ideas about these exper-
i ences ~nd attitudes about people ~nd the institutions he encounter s . 
Ot he r peopl e a l so ma ke up t h is wor ld , ~nd the ind i vidual must con-
t end with them on vari ous levels of communication . Accord i ng to 
Krech i n I ndividual in Society , 
the cognition of the individual --his ideas 
about persons ~nd thin ~s -- qre selective l y 
or~anizect . Only ce~tain objec t s , amon~ all 
t!le ob j e ~ts th8.t are "out there " , enter into 
h is concepti on of the e xternal worlct . 11 
In all , his wor ld of reality is mad e up on ly of those things which 
surround him and of wh ich he is aware . L~n 2uage is formed as a 
result of co:n"1un icf'l. t ions about the se externa l " thin £;S " in t he 
wor ld of re~lity . The lan ~u ~~e of the ~nd ividua l must then express 
h is attitudes conce rn in ~ these realities in his environment as he 
sees them in relation to himse lf . In like m~nner , the poet ' s 
l angu~ ge will express this same world o r re~lity in all its uni -
versal experiences , ideas , people , events , and inst itutions , as 
t he poet also depends upon ~eality for his subject matter . He , 
t oo , has lin6uis tic utterances as his only means of communicat ing 
h is att itudes on various facets of life . HoweYer , if the poet 
must express himself wi t h i n the confine s of t he common language 
syst.em us ed in ordinary c6mr:iunication , why is poetry designated 
11 
individual in Society , on . cit ., p . 25 . 
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a s an a r ea 6f literature un ique i n i t sel f ? 
Poe try is unique i n the sense that it tend s to be "emi c " 
i n nature . By this t erm , one me ~n s that this form of discours e 
involves itself with man ' s total persJnality on the emotional , 
i~tel leetual , and physi~al clane . Ahile a novel may be e ither 
rat ional , romantic , o r reali s t i c i n s tyle , poetry must cont ain 
elements )f the heart , mind , qnd body fused into one lin~ui s t ic 
phenomena . As "literature" is sometimes defined i n a general 
sense as " th ink in s with feeling about things , ideas , ins ti tut i ons , 
events , emoti~ns , people , and the supernatural - -in some proper-
t ion amon 7 the thre e parts of the pers·mRli ty" , poet r y can be 
f itted in to this concept . However , according to Suzanne Langer , 12 
there are sone diff erences which mus t be pointed to when consid-
ering poetry in view of other literary for~s . In poetry , m~n · s 
total personality is involved , and for this reason , poetry is 
usuallv considered as the hi £hest form of understanding . The poe t 
has many experiences ~h i ch are direct beca~se they are in terms 
of h is own personql r eaction on all three levels of his person-
ality . The poem is a result of the poet ' s use of langua~e t o 
s ymbolize these reactions . Therefore , his lqnguage should con-
t ain attitudinal tones because of the pers onal involvement 
indicated . 'rhe lan:;uage structures of poetry sh ould combine 
thinkin g , feeling , and sensing as the unique nature of the poetic 
utterance is such as to demand t he inclusion of the total realm of 
man ' s mind . For this reas0n , the poetic st~ te ment s hould be per-
12 
Suzanne L::in fSe r , Feeling and l"orf:1 : ~ Theory of Art 
Develoced_from " Philosochy_in_a_Jigw_K.gy" , (New f ork : Charles 
Scribner ' s Sons , 195J ) , pp . 208 - 221 . 
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feet for appl ving; both t~ gr.1e:ni c theor ies of analysis . As poetry 
is " emic " by 'ief in i t i on , J a:nie son ' s approach us in -s t he bridge 
t heory and Re iss ' concept applyin 5 the perspective theory should 
derive s Lsnificant resu l ts in determining the attitudinal tones 
in a given poetic statement . The rhe t orical approach and the 
psyc hological approach along wi t h psycholinguistical concepts 
will be combined in this m onogr~ph in a spec ific analysis of 
the lan ~uage used i n the poetry of Carl S, andburg in order to 
determine atti tud inal over- tones present in the works • . 
H qvin~ discussed the un ique nature of poe try and the the ories 
which wi ll be used i n qn analysis of this form of w~ itin~ . one 
needs to turn attent i on to , i n any s ense , a si g;ni f ic ;:i.nt party 
in the consi~eration or poetry , the poet . Th 0 choice of Carl 
Sandbur~ as a poet worthy of i nvestigation was not m3de li ~htly . 
As he is often presented to the pub lic as one of the "best- liked " 
poets of this centur y , it is not dif f icult to find c ri tics who 
have comme nted on his style , subject matter , nd work hab i t s . 
Howeve r , on e finos it rather diff i cul t to discove r articles or 
books which emphas ize any t ype of lin ~uistic - p sych ologic al analy-
sis of hi s work . For this reason , 3andbur1 was considered as 
an appropiate choice in te r ms of this rnon1graph t opic . Also , 
the f act that the poet is A ~e ric an , writes in Americ an- En ~lish 
about America , and is a member of the t wentieth- century writers 
helped det8r~ine his being chosen . Cr itics such as Yatron have 
comme~ted on his ~pceal to the h ~e ri can peopl e in statements 
suc h ;:i_s 
( Sqndburg i s ) the one livin ~ nan ~hose life 
epitomizes the American dream ... 3andburg ' s life 
itsel~ symbolizes fo r many that peculiarl y 
Americ :rn dream of ~reat achievement f r om 
humble be ginnings . L) 
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From such comments , the curi osity of the r eader is whetted a s to 
just what qualitie s a re present i n Sandburg ' s poet ry wh i ch helped 
him to a chieve this hi gh esteem in t he eyes of the Americ an people . 
Are the re att itudes ~nd ideas incorporR.. t ed into his poetic state-
men t s wh i ch spe~k for America? What expe riences in his life led 
h im to form cert8 i n a ttitudes concernin g the different aspects of 
re~li ty as he s aw i t ? These questions are r elevant because the 
atti t udes formed by the poet in relation to his total personality 
will be e vident in a psycholinl$Uistical anal ysis of h i s language . 
The attitudinal tones in Sandbur g ' s poe t ry will be a result of the 
tota l i n teract i on of hi s mind on t hose qu a l i tie s whic h compose 
the world of re;;i.lity . Th is "real world" wil l contain those axper-
i enc es which Sandburg knew thoughout his life ~. 
The son of an i mm i grqn t Swede railro~d worker , Sandburg kn ew 
f rom the beg 'nnin~ of h is li fe t he battle a gainst poverty . As 
his family was not well - to - do , the youn g boy he ld various jobs 
t hroughout h is earlier life . In 1898 , at the a~e of 20 , Sandburg 
entered the Spani sh- Americ an War and served eight months . When 
he r eturned from wa r , he dec i ded to obt a in more than his l i mi ted 
education , and ente red Lombar d Col l es e i n Calesburg , Illinois , 
his birthplace . Sandburg served as editor of the colle ge paper 
a nd was encouraged to continue his writing habits . After college , 
he served on several newspaper staf fs , traveled all over the 
13 
Michael YR..t ron , '. ' C_at".l. Sa n.dburg", America ' s Literary 
Revolt , ( New York : Phi losophical Libr ary , 1959), p . 161 . 
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country by frei ght , fratern i zin ~ with the lower classes , and then 
settled down ag~in t o newspaper work . Me anwhi l e , he had continued 
to write poetry . In 1914 he publ ishe d a body of poetry a nd 
received so me recognit i on . From that time on his poetry was 
re cei ve d with prai se , and 3andburg made varied lecture tours 
throughout the United Sta tes which enhanced his popularity . 
He also gathered ol d bal lads and folk songs into a volume entitled 
"The _American .3on8bag" . This assoc i at i on with the p eople furthered 
his i mage as a " speaker for the pe ople" , and SFl.ndburg ' s fame was 
established . 
The subject matter fo r Sandburg ' s poems is the " real world" . 
He wro te abo ut the cl tie s Ft.nd the rise of indus t ri~l ism in Chica~o 
(1916) ~nd Smoke nnd Steel(l920 ). However , he was a writer of 
many facets , ~nd his Oornhuskers (l918 ) de~lt with the agrarian 
li fe of the Mi ddle We s t , which he ident i fied with perhaps more 
than with the big c i t i es . Slabs Q( the Sunburnt West (l922 ) was 
another volume concern i ng life i n the prairies .1f the Vlest , but 
Good !fuu:n..ing , Amer ica(l928 ) and The Pe oole ,_res ( l9J6 ) deal with 
American life in general. However , in this study , primary empha -
s is will not be placed on subject matter , but on the language 
which the poet used i n rendering his ideas about these subjects 
into _concrete t erms for the reader . Sandbur g has been praised 
for his abi l i ty to emplo y words with such comme nts as 
t here is an a ff i liated side of Sandburg ' s 
power that mos t of his criti cs have over-
looked , ~nd that is his abi lity to make 
l an ~u~~e live ; to make the wo rds on the 
printed page sing , dance , bleed14rage , and suffer with the a~oused reader . 
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Our concern here is to determine what language structures were 
employed by the poet in order to achi eve these effects on the 
r eader . From both a rhetorical sense and a psycholinguistica1 : 
aspect , the resea~ch should prove both interesting and fruitful 
cons idering the fact that Sandbu r~ ' s language has often been 
t ermed " ru =i:ged " or " harsh". The determination of how these 
effe6ts were crea ted in terms of phonemic combinations and word 
~ssoci ation will 1ead into a psycholin~uistical analysis of 
s~ndburg ' s poetry whic h should divulge the e ntire ran ~e of atti -
tudinal tones present . Considering hi s poetry from t he outlooks 
of Jamieson and Re iss , plus an analysis of the selected statements 
according to Plutchik's emotional t heory , should result in a study 
which can point to definite conclusions in dete rmining attitudinal 
tones on the basis of language structure in poetry . 
This study has been limited to include only Alex~nder Jamieson ' s 
A Grammar of Rhetori c , Reiss ' La nguage and Psycholo ~y , and as a 
chec k , Plutchik ' s The Emotions 1 Facts , Theories , and g New 
Model , A br i ef summary of each work is in order at thi s point . 
Although J~mieson ' s book was published in 18)) , hi s work has long 
been conside r ed of importance in lin2;U istic circles . His theory 
concerning man ' s use of language involved the idea that man tends 
to develop words which are imitative in nature to the qualities 
of the obj ect being named . He worked nost l y with phonemic combi -
nations as examples of t his phenomena . Jamieson ' s work also 
14 
Louis Unterr:1eyer, "Carl Sandburg", American Poetry 
Since 1900 , (New York : Henry Holt and Co. , 19J4) , p. 70 . 
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conc erned i tself with . the disc ussion of the parts of speech, 
wo rd order , and the func tion of structure i n t he sentence . In 
t oda y' s linguistic approach , his ideas and contentions would be 
r eadily acceptable . The remarkable point in considering Jamieson ' s 
work is how such a significant book on t r.e cons truction a nd fun c-
tion of l anguage could have gone unnoticed fo r such a length of 
time only to be r e - discovered in view of the supposedly "new" 
lin ~~i stic appr)ach to language analysis . The primary emphasis 
wil l be placed on his work with phonemic combinations and the ir 
e ffect on the psvchological attitudes of the reader . The exact 
data which will be employed is explained in Chapter Two which 
deals with applying these concept s to Sandburg ' s poetry . 
Published in 1959 , Reiss ' Lan cvuage ~-mrl. .?s.,c hology is a follow-
up of The Rise of ,·,'rffds and Their r.1e.1 nin ~s , in ·Nhich the author 
devel oped hi s theory that the mi nd forms assoc iative links between 
words which carry the same molar- centered behavioral qualities . 
By this , reference i s made to the idea that "clai ter" , "clunk", 
and "clap" are associative in rnaaning bec -- use all three words have 
t o do with the idea of a certain type of noise . ~eiss continued 
h is wo r k in this area , qnd in Language and Psychology , presents 
l ists of words which he considers as sociat ed . He presents each 
list in ter~s of a base wo ~d which is followed by those words 
in the lan~age whic h the author felt be]onged to t hRt family in 
regatd to associative meanings . Exact lists which wi ll be used 
in connection with analysis of Sandburg ' s poet~y will be discussed 
in Chapter Thr ee which deals with Reiss ' theorie s as applied to 
poetic statements . 
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Plutchik ' s theory dealing with the fJrmatio n of attitudes 
~ill not be discussed at this point as this work is being used 
only as a check for testin g the va lidity of the other two theories . 
However , in Chapter Fi ve, Plutc hik ' s findings will be pitted aga ins t 
the resul~s which were obtained wh en both J ami eson ' s ideas and 
those of ~e i ss were applied to the selected poetic utte rances . ~h is 
compa~ison s hould result in sone v~lid conclusions ~oncerning the 
degree of at ~itudinal tones present in poetry . 
II. PROCEDURES TO BE POLLOWED 
Thi s monograph contains six chapters whic h carry the specifi c 
r esearch done in this s tudy of attitudinal tones i n "he poetry of 
Carl s~ndbur~ . Chapter One contains a discu ssion of the ~ene ral 
nature of the mono ~raph along with procedures t o be followed , 
previous work in the field , and purposes a nd specific elements to 
be proven . Also , Chapter One cont~ins numerous essential defi -
nitions which are necessary to t he undcrst~ nding of this work . All 
e ssential definitions have been incorporated into the body of 
Chapter One , thus eliminating the need for a section whic h deals 
specifically with this area . 
Ch~pter Two will deal with the application of Jamieson ' s 
theory from ~ Gra:nmar Qf Rhetoric wh ich con t ends that certain 
psycholo~ic~l associations are evoked through the use of various 
phonemic combinations at the be g inn ing of words , from the poet ry 
of Sandburg , 150 lines(Appendix C) wil l be scanned for words which 
have specifi ed ini tial phone~ic combi nations . These will t hen be 
ass i rnil~ted into ch~rt s showing the number of occu~ences for each 
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combination . 3peculation may be made at ~his time as to what 
attitudinal tones are evoked through the use of each combinat i on 1 
h owever , these thoughts will on ly remain assumptions until 
Plutchik ' s theory of emotive formulation has been applied in 
Chapter five , 
Chapter Three will involve the application of Reiss ' t heo r y 
concernin~ word- mo l ar association from Lanquage and Psyc hology , 
This concept will be appli ed to the s~me 150 l ines which will 
be analyzed in Chapter Two accordin~ to J am ie son ' s ideas . Usin~ 
Reiss ' collec t ed list of fort1- six base words , analysi s will be 
conducted list ~ ng those words used by Sandburg which fit i nto the 
specified categories . The emphasi s i n this secti on wil l be on 
total word use , while in Chapter Two , phonemic combinations will 
serve as the focal point . A ~ain , e~otive connotations can only 
be surmised as to their exact intensit J until r1utchik ' s theory 
is applied in Chapte r iive . 
In Chapter ?our a comparative anal ysi s will be conducted 
as to the consi s t enc ,y between -:he ideas of Jamie son and those of 
Reiss . Can sie.;n i ficant con clus)ons conc e rning attitudinal tones 
be reac hed throu ~h both the study of phonemes and the study of 
whole words? The questions as ked earlier may be de a lt with to 
some extent in this chapter , but specific answers will not be 
formulated until Chapter Six . Whether either or both theories 
prove re l evant t o t he speci f ied language ana lysis at hand remains 
t o be proven at this point althou ~h comparisons and contrasts 
between the t wo app~oaches will be enumerated . 
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Chapter Five c oncerns the analysis of the 150 r andom lines 
ac cording to Plut 2hik ' s t heory on emotive content whic h will 
also be explained at t his time . The application of this theory 
wi ll s erve as a check on the conclusions determined through the 
applica t i on of the other two concepts . A COl'lpari son- contrast of 
the findings from al l three investiga t ions s hould aid in t he 
formulation of Ch~pter Six wh~ c h deal s with conclus ions . 
The summary of thi s study will appear in Chapter Six . 
The resul ts from the application of theo ries by JP-mieson , Reiss , 
and Plutchik will be summarized as to which conclusi ons seem s i g-
nifi cant in n~ovin~ that a psycho- emotive aporoach to language 
analysis is ju s tified . Exactly wh~t specific e l ements were proven 
will be di sc ussed ~s well as those concepts ~hich m~y turn out to 
be inv~l id . r he establishment of J amiesJn ' 3 theory in appl icabi l -
ity as opposed to t hat of ~eiss was not the nbject Jf thi s study ; 
howe ver , ~he supremacy of one theory over the other will be pointed 
to i f s uc h a conc l us ion i s jus t ified . 
III . PREVIOUS ~O~K IN THE FIELD 
A ps vcholin ~uis tical anal ysis of Carl Sandburg ' s poetry in terms 
of at titudin~l tones has never be en attempted by any critic . Evidence 
of this belief ca n be shown by checkin!' the ..\bstr;icts of lliAster ' s 
Theses and the Abstr~~ts of Doctor~l Oisse~t~tinns . I n addition , a 
search t h rough th e Re~der ' s Guide .:tQ Peri ndic~ Literatur e from 
1960 throu~h 1970 listed few articles de ~lin ~ wi th Sandburg ' s poetry , 
a nd . no articles wh=c h deqlt wi th psycho-emot i ve aspects . Consid-
ering the lack of articles de ~lin~ with Sandburg ' s use of the 
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l anguage in an emot i ve sense , one can safely assume that the 
area e xplo red in this monngrqph is ori~in~l in n~ture . 
In other are~s of conside ration , Sandour~ has not been negle ct -
ed . I n After the ::;enteel Tradition( 19J4) , Newton Arvin discussed 
S~ndburg ' s pl~c e i n Ameri can p0etry in relati~n to other poets 
of the tir.ie , Amy Lowell >in Tendencies in Amer i can Poetrv( l917), 
deno·;nced Sandburg for d3.ring to con fuse the use of " shall" and 
"wi l l ". Howeve r , she did not undert::tl<e to ~nalyze his pnetic 
utterances in any way except to point out what she considered 
" unnecessnrr grammar errors". Pe r hap s one of the few attempts to 
dea l i n a part- lin~uistic manner with Sandb1irg ' s poetry appeared 
i n an art1cle by Llewel lyn Jones in F irst I mor~ssions . Ent itled 
" Carl Sqndbur:; t For maJ i st " , th i s arti cle atteirrpted t o convince 
the re~der that s~ndburg ' s style in poetry was not done i n a non-
formul ~ted ~~nner , but that the poe t employed , in f act , qu3.ntita -
tive syl l 3.ble rhythm . His discussion in technical terms co mes 
f ai r ly c l ose to the n~tu re of a l i n gu iRt ic ana l ys i s , but falls 
short of ~hat one would expec t i n view of today ' s approach . A 
more recent work on Sandburg is Michael Yatron ' s A~erica ' s 
Li terary ~evo l t in wh l ch the author d iscusses Sandburg ' s theme s 
i n l i ght of biographical data and relates subject matter in the 
poems _to 3andburg ' s a c tual liie expe riences . hll of these works 
about Sandbu~g deal with various aspe cts of his work , but one 
can e.asily conte!1d that no forma l presentations have bee n writ -
t en on hi s actual use of language in a n emot i -,e sense . 
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IV . PU RPOSE AND SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN 
T~e main purpose of this monogr~ph i s to determine if atti-
tud i nal t ones c~n be defined and if they do exist in poetic 
l anBuage as a result of certain langua~e structures employed by 
the poet . These "tone s " must be c onv eyed t o the reader through 
emoti ve use of the lan$uage , as an attitude must c onsist partly 
of emotion plus belief . Throu gh us e of J amieson ' s ~ Gr ammar_Qf 
Rhetoric and Reiss ' Languagg a nd Psycholo :;:: y , the exist ence of 
this con t ention will be craven or shown to be invalid . 
The specific ques tions which will be answe r ed i n this mono -
~raph are as follows 1 
1. Ts a " ~r8. mmar of rhetoric " applicable to a study 
such as th is? 
2 . Is a psycholin ~uistical apuro~c h to poetry analysis 
of si..:mific::ince i n determinin :; the de gre e of atti tud-
in1l t ones pre sent in poetic statenents? 
J . I s Jamieson ' s approach using phonemic combina tions 
anpl i cable to Sandburg ' s poetry in view of the over-
all purpose of this study? 
4. I s Reiss ' theory of word ass , ciation r e levant to 
poetic analysis based on psycho- emotive aspects ? 
5, I s one theory more applicable to thi s specific study? 
Through actual applicat ion of both theories to Sandburg ' s poetry , 
and through careful anal ysis of the psycholin~uisti cal approach 
to lan guage study, these quest ions sh 0uld be amply proven either 
to be significant or irrelevant i n t he consideration of how a 
poet may employ 18.ngu~~e structures for t he purpose of elicit ing 
emotive resp0nses f rom the r eader . 
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V. ESSENTIAL DEF INITIONS 
As all definition s have been incorporated into the body 
of Chapter I , no further terms are in need of spec ial attention . 
There fore , this section of t he monograph will not be included . 
The discussion of the nature of the mono graph , procedures 
to be fol lowed , previous work in the fiel d , ~nd purpose and specific 
ele~ents to be proven has been completed . The next step leads 
into 8hapt er II whi c h deals with appl ying J am ieson ' s theory of 
phonemic combinations to 150 randomly selected lines from Carl 
Sandburg ' s poetry . For this purpose , an antholo gy contai~in g 
exampl es of al l his verse wil l be us ed . Exact lines analyzed 
~ay be found in Appendix C. 3necific poems used will be indicated , 
anrt the r a ndom sa~plin~ was Made f r om every fifth line of the 
cho sen poems . 
CHAPTER II 
J M!IESON ' S THEO~Y AS APPLIED 
TO SELECTED LINES OF SANDBURJ ' S 
POETR Y 
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I n Chapter Two of this monograph , appl i cation of Jarnieson ' s 
theory from~ ~rammar of Rhetoric wi ll be m~de to 150 randomly 
s ampled line s of poetry by Carl Sandburg . On the basi s of taking 
e very fifth line from an anthology of Sandburg ' s works , these · 
choices ~ere m~de . As J amieson ' s approach to language is primarily 
l in~uistic in nature , this study will be concerned with a scientif-
i c analysis and summary of the ·results obtai ned . Charts represent -
i ng the various phonemic occurrences will be given ,and discussion 
of each chart will aid i n clarifying its significance . On ly those 
phonemic unit s pres~nted by J amieson in his book will be consid-
e red , although other phonemi c segments may be present in the sampled 
l ines . 
J amieson contended that man; in his formation of languag~ 
chose words to represent objects whic h have sounds analagous to · 
the object named . To J amieson , nothin~ was more natural than 
throu~h the use of the voice to imitate the quality of s ound , or 
noise , or motion which the external object made or did , and then 
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to form· its name accordingly . These are twelve concepts upheld 
b,y. Jamieson i.AJhich 1Nil lb e dealt wi th in this chapte!" : 
1. Words formed with " st " usua lly denote firmness and 
strength . 
2 . Words be g innin g with " str" imitate violence , force ,. 
and energy . 
J . The use of " thr" impl i es forcible motion . 
4. A word be g; innin g with "wr" implies distortion or 
obliquity . 
5 , " Sw" used initially indicates silent a gitation or 
latera l motion . 
6 . The use of " sl" implies a gen tle f all , or less observ-
able motion . 
? . "Sp" , " spr" , and " spl " observed ini ti 1. lly indicate 
dissipation or expansion . 
8 , If a word ends in '' ash", somethin-s acts nimbly and 
sharply . 
9 . Use of " ush " to end a wo~d indicates some thin g acting 
more obtusely or dully . 
10 . Violent or slow moti ons are i mitated b y abrupt , heavy, 
or ha rsh words and line s . 
11 . Easy and smooth mot i on results from a succession of 
soft and harmonious lines . 
12 . Words may be s o formed that their sound can express 
the dispositions ~nd emotions o f the mind , 
The lin ~uistic phenomena wh i ch wi ll be studied in this section 
h ~ving been described , an example of each occurence fro m the poe try 
will now be ~iven. 
Firmness and strength are found in words which be ~in with 
" st". Jamieson felt that th i s idea went back to the Latin forma-
tion using "sto ''. S;..ich words wh ich c ould serve as examples wc;)Uld 
be " stout " or "sta 1. - e". 'Th f d b · · · th th· : . e use o wo r s eg1nn1n :.:; w1 is 
phonemic combinqtion c~n be seen in 3andburg ' s verse 1 
And there were black crows cryin _:; , "Caw , caw ," 
bringin g mud a nd stic ksl5 
J9 
The r elation between " stick" and the i dea of firmnes s and stre ngth 
is not hard t o compre hend if one recalls the American policy of 
"wa lk soft ly , but carry a bi.!S stick" wh ich was popul8.r some years 
a~o . When one carr ie s a stick , one expects to be obeyed because 
t he "stick" may be used to back up orders given b/ the indivi dual . 
Other ex8.mples of i n itial " st" be in g used in word formation can 
be seen on t he ch~rts included wi th this chapter . 
The i n i ti '11 use of " s t r " in word f or!ll1. ti on renresents the 
id ~a of violence , forc e , or energy , l'he word " stren£;th " in itself 
aids in settin ~ up the boundacies of me~ning present with the use 
of this combination. r"'o · this concept , '-l return was made t o the 
Jreek wo ~d which formed the base f or such words as " strive" and 
" stri 1<e " . An exa;'!'lp le of a word be f;inn in,_; with this phoneme unit 
can be pointed to in these lines : 
The people knew the salt of the sea 
and the strength of the winds 
lash in ~ the corne rs of t he earth . 16 
In S::indburg ' s use of the word "strength", the idea of force is 
i mpl i ed a s the poet refers to " the strenf?;th of the wind". Another ex-
am ple of occurrence_ appe ars i n " st""ong" which is used several 
times in the selected lihes . Any other examples appear on the 
inc luded charts later in the c hapt er . 
With Jam ieson ' s the ory , the use of " thr" implies forcible 
motion such as " throwing ", " thrusting" , or " threatenin g" , One 
15 
Carl Sand burg , "The Past is a B'J: ket of Ashes" , ( 11. J6- J?) • 
16 
Carl Sandburg , "The People , Yes", (11. 46-48 ). 
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mi~ht notice that each of these words imp l ies a negative attitude 
a s an indi vidual usually does not favor " forced" action . Notice 
should be paid to this concept because in a later analysis7 par-
ticular attention wil l be ~iven to attitud i nal tones present in 
the language . The use of " thr 11 may be seen in this l i ne s 
And always dark in the heart and through it , 
s~0ke and the blood of man . 17 
The idea of " th rust in~" some th in . .:i: th ro11 oi.;h the heart i.. s evident 
in this line of verse , whether one mean s that smoke has been 
thrust t hrou j h the blood of man as a result of industrialization , 
or wh~tever the factor doi n;r the 11 forcing". Another use of " thr" 
occurs in ''throwin g;" , which can also be related to the idea of 
rnovin ~ somethiQg by force . In view of Lhcse examples , the con-
cept see~s s ound . 
Anoth er phonemic combination contnined in Jamieson ' s analysis 
of lan ~uqge is the initial "wr" . Contention is made that this 
partic ular unit of sound implies distortio~ o~ obliquity . Such 
words as 
11 
wry" a!"ld " w !'.'Ong" would fall in to this ca te 2;ory . In 
SPndbu ~v ' s verse , the followin ~ example may be found : 
fierce as a do~ with tongue lappin ~ for action, 
cunnin ~ as a savage pitted a~a i nst the wilderness , 
Barehe;:ided , 
Shovel inf?,; , 
Wrecking , 
Planning , 
Building , breakin ~ , rebuilding . 18 
A connection between the ide a of "wreckin;;" and "distortion" can 
be made because in the act of wreckin~ , an object is certainly 
rendered misshapen and broken . Again , the connotation of the 
17 
Carl Sandbur!?; , " Smoke and Steel", ( 11. 52- SJ ). 
18 
Carl S::tndburp; , "Chicago", ( 11 . 18-24). 
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wo rd le ads into ~ ne~at ive reaction t o the word as one tends to 
view "wrecks" in less than a positiye manner . Ot her exa mples of 
"wr" employed initi a lly will be presented in Taple I . 
The _fi fth occurrence of init ial phone me co mbinations is " sw " 
which J~mi eson related to silent agitation or lateral motion . 
" Sway" or " swim" can ser ve as example s of this idea . The use of 
" sw" appears in this line s 
Fish swim a pool in your ga rden flashin ~ a 
speck1ed s ilver . 19 
I n tl: is instance , " sw" r e f ers to a l ater:il r:ioti on whi.ch i s the 
movet'":ent 1. n vo1 ved in swirn""lin g . Oth e!'.' ex::i.!npl e s are " swear " and 
" sway" wh~ch de 8. l with a g_; itat i. on and mot i on r esrect ively. In the 
selected ex~mple s presented here , Jamie snn ' s concept seems to be 
valid c oncerning the use of the in iti':ll " sv:" . 
A gen tle fall or less observable act i on such as " sli p" or 
" slide " i s indic ;;;_ ted by use of the in itial " s l " combinati on . 
Again , emphas i s has been placed on mot i on rather than on ph ysical 
propertie s of an object . In Sandburg ' s poet i c s tatements , the 
same i dea is indicated: 
S l in ~ your knuck les on th e botto~s of 
the happy tin pans . 20 
The idea of " slin g" rel a tes t o an action c ompa l.~abl e to "slide" 
or " s l ip". However , the word which appear·s ;nos t often employing 
the " sl " sound unit is the word " s l eep" wh i ch relates t o a le s s 
19 
Carl S8.ndburg , "Broken-Face Gargoyles", ( 1. 6). 
20 
Carl S8.ndbu r g , " Jazz Fantasia" , ( 1. 3) • 
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observable act i on , or action which is mild in nature if compared 
to "slap", an action wi th energy . In a later analysis according 
t o Plutchik ' s ideas , emotional intensities wil l be designated 
for the words indicated in this study , The significance of 
" sleep" as compared to " slap" can be clea"l'."ly indicated on this 
basis of compar ison , 
The seventh idea bas ed on phonemic combination is that of 
di ssipation or expansion carried in the " sp" unit . Jamieson 
indic::i.ted thR.t suc h words as " spread" and " spill " would fit into 
thi s category . A ~ so inr.lud ed are the " spl " initial units as well 
as " sp" and "spr", Examples of both " sp'' and " spr " may be obse r ved 
in these lines : 
The people is a polychrome , 
a soectrum and a orism , 
held in a moving monolith ..• 
serene over the shot .§J?..Iay 
of northern l ights , 21 
Both " spray" and " spectrum" de::i.l wi th expansion because one employs 
a " spray" of water to cover a wi de r distance , just as the scien-
tist employs a spectrum to separate the colors included in light 
beams , I n th is sense , the use of " sp" and " spr" initial phonemic 
c ombin~tions agrees with the basic concept proposed by Jamieson . 
The ei ~hth contenti 0n st~tes that words which contain the 
phonemic segment of - ash deal with something whi ch acts nimbly or 
sharply . Such words would be "crash " or " flash", the emphasis 
being once a gain placed on notion or action . The use of - ash 
occurs in these lines 1 
21 
"The Pe ople , Y~s ", oo , cit ., (11. 54- 64) , 
The people knew the salt of the sea 
and the strenqth of the winds 
lashin ~ the corners of the earth . 22 
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The use of " l ashing" implies action of a sharp or h::irsh nature , 
such .::ts the "wind l::ish i n.g" an ob ject . A.gain , a negative atti -
tude is connected with t he wo r d " lash", and th i s association 
should be indicated later in the Plutchikian analysis of the 
poetry . 
Another phonemic combination appearin~ within a word and 
related to - ash is the sound unit - ush . According to J am ieson , 
thia occurrence indicates something which acts more obtusely or 
dullv than with the - ash unit . Indicat ions of the less sharp 
tone connected with thi s se ~ment of sound c~n be seen in 
S::indbur.!$ ' s use of the occurence in " J a7z .t'':::intasia": 
SlinR your knuckles of the bottoms of the 
hapn y tin nans , 
let your trombones ooze , ;::nrt go husha- hu s ha-
hush with the slippery sandpaper . 0 
The idea of sharpness in s ~und would be indicated by such words 
as "crack" or " crash", while " husha- husha" gives the idea of 
a muted noise , thus equating this particular usage of - ush with 
J amieson' s theory . The " hush'' sound phonetically rende re d s i ves 
a b reathy , dull tone bec ause of the " h" and '' sh" phonemic uni ts 
appearing in the same sound se~ent . 
In his tenth contention, Jamieson indi cated that violent or 
s low motions were imitated by abrupt , heavy , or h ~rsh words and 
lines . This concept sho tld be evident in Sandburg ' s poetry as 
his style h ::>s often been desi'!,nated by the cr itics as '' harsh " 
22 
"The People , Yes", on . cit ., (11. 46- L~8 ) . 
23 
" Jazz Fantasia", on . cit ., ( 11. 14-15) . 
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or " brutal" . " Chicago" has been cited most frequently as an 
example of his use of this type of l anguage s 
Come and show me another city with lifted head 
and singing SO proud to be alive and £OUrSe 
and strong and £Unning . 24 
The use of the initial "c" phoneme , wh i ch in this instance sounds 
like the hard " k" , indicates the poet ' s use of abrupt language 
to indicqte the harsh movement and growth of the city . Throughout 
"Chicago", the phonemic units lean t oward harsh combinati ons such 
as " br" :i.nd " b", in such word s as "bre a kinf!;" and " building", wh ich 
both indicate action , The poetic statements indicate that violent 
motions may be presented to the reader throu ~h the use of harsh 
or abrupt combinations of s ounds . 
That easy and smooth mot i on results from a success ion of 
soft and harmoni ous sounds was J~mieson ' s next asserti on . Such 
sound units would include " sh", " s ", " srn", "fl ", " bl", " p", "m", 
and "n" combinations . Othe r possibilities may be pointed to in 
the tables , but for the ve r ification of th i s point , the given 
examples wiJl suffice . An example of soft , harmonious sounds 
may be f ound in Sandburg ' s verse : 
Make a wide drearnin ~ ~ansy of an 
old ~ond in the rr i ght . 25 
Easy , smooth motion i s carried on in this line of poetry due to 
several phonemic factors. The use of " rn" , " p " , and "n" lends to 
the s moothness of the sounds , but the use of "ing" carries the 
moti on along in~ flowin~ manner . Together, these aspects lead 
to ~he s oft , harmoni ous nature of the poe tic sta te me nt . Sandburg ' s 
24 
" Chi cago", _QQ . cit ., (11. 14-15) . 
25 
Carl Sandburg , " Nocturne in a Deserted Bric kyard", (1 . 7) , 
use of language is not only harsh but also , upon occasion , soft 
and f lowinf?; . 
The final idea upheld by Jamieson is that words may be formed 
i n such a manner that their sound expresses t he disposition or 
emotions of the mind . Dignity and solemnity may be indicated by 
l i nes composed of monosylJables or of long syl l ables slowly pro-
nounced , while disagreeable sounds indicate the opposite emotions 
which arise fro~ some manner of difficulty encounte r ed by the 
individual . 3andhurg employs both types of verse . A comparison 
can be made bet~een the two uses in ~hese lines : 
Let us understand half of i t .. . 
6 A nig~er , a wo p , a bohunk changes . 2 
I n the fir st line of verse , the word " understand" gives solemnity 
to the line as the syllables must be pronounced slowly by the 
r eader . Howeve r , the second example emplovs short , choopy syl -
lables such as "nif?;" , " e;er", " wop", ::ind "bo", all of which contain 
harsh sound co~bin~tions . The connection of negative connotations 
with the use of harsh phonemic combinations has already been indi -
cated in other exa~ples ; however , no indication was made to emotive 
states of mind . In order ti') " underst~nd" , an individual must 
certain ly be in a distinct st~te of mind bec~use the act of under-
standing requires certain actions . Th erefore , this word may be 
connected with Jamieson ' s idea that wo rds may be used to indicate 
emotions or states in the mind of an individual . 
Each of Jamieson ' s contentions has been applied to selected 
verses chosen f:om the 150 lines included in this study . After 
carefully considering each idea ~ nd applyin~ it to Sandburg ' s 
verse , t he conclusion is reached that in each case Jamieson and 
26 
" Smoke ~nd Steel", Ql2 · cit ., ( 11. JB and 4J) o 
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Sandburg are in agreement as to whi ch phonemic combinations indi -
c ate certain aspects in the pe rsonality of man. However , before 
final asserti ons are made , a complete study incl uding all 150 
lines wil l be made , and the results plotted i n Table s I t hrough 
I Y-. A brie f expl~nation will follow each table summing up its 
findings and clarifying any r esults which m~y be vague . 
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TABLE I 
J AMI ESON · s PHONEMIC co;11BINATIONS FOCND IN SANDBUiW • s POETRY 
Ex . Meaning 
st- denotes firmness , strength 
str~ de~ otes violence , fo rce , or 
enet~gy 
thr- impl ies forci ble motion 






indicates silent agitation or 
lateral motion 
i mp li es a ~en tl e fall o r l ess 
observable ~c ti on 
indicates dissipation or 
expansion 
Occurrence s 
sticks s t &nds 
steel (5) star(J) 
stars ( 2 ) s tory 
stacks 
14 
strnn~(4 ) stren~th 
stron~est st ri ps 
street- ends 






























TABLE I(CONT INUED) 
JAMIESON ' S PHONEMIC COMBINATIONS FOUND IN SANDBURG ' S POETR Y 
Ex. Meaning Occurrences 
- ash indicates someth ing acting nimbl y ashes lash ing 
an d shar ply flas h fl a shing 
I 4 --
I 
- ush· indicates something acting more hu sha-
obtusely or dully hu s h a -
hush _}_ 
- I ~ 
Table I represents a list ing of words which h~ve certain 
phon emic initial sounds . The meani ng associ~ted with eac h sound 
is indicated , and the conne c tion be tw een t he words i n the li st 
and the meanin~s given by J a mie son is evident . · Up to this point1 
no indic ation has shown tha t J amieson ' s theory asse~t~n g that 
ce rtain phonemic combinations re l ate to spec i f ic ideas is mi s -
leading . On the con t r a ry , the evidenc e thus far accumulated 
indic~tes that suecific phonemes are associated in rne~ning with 
certain attitudes . However , Table II wi l l deal more specif ically 
wi th words wh i ch indicate violence and sho~ld se r ve to f urther 




"ABRUPT , HA KSH, OR HEAVY LINES IN SANDBUrtG ' S POETRY 
l. Let me work . 
2 . Fierce as a dog 
) , cunnin q as a savage pitted a~ainst the wilderness 
4 . Shovelin~ , wrecking 
5. Buildina , brea~ in~: rebuildi !"l g 
6 . Let the dead be de~d . 
?. black crows crying , "Caw , caw", 
8 . Be~t me ~nd haMmer me into a crowbar , 
9 , Beat me and h~mmer ~e into a steel spike , 
10 . They go down shot , han ~e d , sick , broken . 
11 . -The strJn~ men keep co~ing nn o 
12 . Tumble , oh cubs : 
1 ) . The u~nierers and liars have violated and smutted it . 
1 14. The steel mill sky is alive . 
115 . A ni ~~er , ~wop , a bohun~ changes . 
116 . The mother ' s arms are s"':ron~ to the last . 
17. The hqters of slums hated his slum heart . 
Harsh Combina~io!1s 2nd Initial Sounds 
1. fierce . 9·. bre'1king 17 . crowbar 25 . 
2 , doi.s 10 . rebuild~ !"l g 18 . violated 26 . 
) . cunninq; 11 . dead\2) 19 . smu t ted 27 . 
4 . pitted 12 . black 20 . bohunk 28 . 
5. shov 0 1 in.o- lJ . crnws 21. tu"lble 29 . 
6 . wrec l\Lnc 14 . caw 22 . niR;!?;er JO , 
7, bui l rlin.:; 15 . h::i.ters 23 . broken Jl. 
8 . last 16 . be at(2 ) 24 . CO':'ling )2 . 









1 . me 5, blutters a l ong 9 . l ong ago 
2 . work 6 . sleep- walk 10 , how to sleep 
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J. come and go 7 . wind learning 11. smell and sway 
4 . in a nd out 8 . over oldes t music 12 . on 
Lines I ndicating Slow Motion 
1 , The people come and ao , out and i n . 
2 . The owl car blutters alon~ in a sleep-walk . 
J , The wind learn~n~ over its oldest music . 
4 . Lon~ a~o I learned how to sleep . 
his 
5, The s~ell qno sway 0f them were on his sleeves . 
sleeves 
--
Not t o be cnnfused with heavy words used to i!"ldicate 
words with a ~re8 t many mean;n~s as they are termed in lin~ui3tic 
j argon , 
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I n Table II , there are several phonemic combinations which 
occur more than once in words indicating violence . The initial 
"b" phoneme appears in "break ing" , "beat" , "bohunk", " building" , 
and "broken". Also the ha rd " c" is found ini.t in.lly in se veral 
wordsr " cunnin.cr" "crows" " caw" " crowbar" " comina" and " cubs". 
-:::> ' ' ' ~ ::> ' 
Ano t her noticeabl e phonemic occurrence i s a combination usin .~ " s " . 
Such words as " shove] ing", " steel", " spike", " shot " , " strong", and 
" smutted" indicate th ::tt an " s" combination produces wo r ds wh i.c h 
are abrupt, harsh , or violent in nature . As the chart verifies , 
t he re are cert~in phonem ic sound se gments wh i ch result in words which 
ca rry ce rtRi n atti tudinal overtones such as those li sted under the 
violent cRtegory . Accordin~ to J amieson ' s theory , t hese cornb ina -
ti on s C8n be pinpo i ~ted as has been done in Ta~le II . 
Also i ncludej in Table II a re sentenc es ·.vhich i ndicate hea·,.ry 
sounds wh~ch r esu lt in slow mot ion . By " heavy sou~d s " , one means 
th 0se phonemic combinati on s or sounds which t q~e the speake r longe r 
t o expre ss phonologi cally. The " ing" saund segment lengthens the 
phonological speed of the sentence. Other phon e~es which len~then 
the phoncloP;i cal pace are "m", "w", " l ", :i.nd combin·:it ions such as 
" sw", " sl", 1.nr:] " bl". Also , when a sentence contqi_ns several words 
which beo-j n with vowels such as " over", " old" , or "in and out" , 
the utter~mce tenjs to become sl ow e r in pac e t han a sentence whi ch 
hRs f ewer Qf these occu r r ences . Accordin g to J~mies~n , these word 
comb~ nations result from the attempt of man in his language for-
mation t o mat ch his ac tual th ought t o t he word itse lf t h rou gh the 
use of phone~e combinations w~ich most cl osely i mitate t hat 
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s~ecific idea . From the listin~s in Table II , Jamieson ' s theo ry 
has been g iven sone support as specifi c phonemic combinations 
i ndicate distinct qualities such as speed , slowness , abruptness , 
or harshness in relation to the c ombinati on employed . 
TABLE III 
HARMONI OUS LINES AN D SOFT SO UNDS IN SANDBURG ' S POETRY 
i . · Pish to swim a pool in your garden flashin~ a speckled 
silver . 
2 . I have thought of meetings and for/ Every meetin~ a 
aood-by . 
) . Smoke of the leaves in autunn· another . 
4 . Sin ~ ~n old lo~- fire son~ . 
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5. In a passel of trees where the branches trapped the wind 
into whistl ing , " Who , who are your?" 
6 . Who can ever f0 rge t 
listenin£ to the wind go by 
counting its money 
~nd throwin~ it away? 
? . And here sleep/ To sses a little with dre~ms • 
• Sheet mist shad~ws qnd the lon~ look across . 
• The people will live on . 
10 , where in the sea offers fog/ and the fog moves off in rain 
l . does she remember , . • 
2 , M8ke a wide dreamin~ pansy of an old pond in the ni~ht . 
) . A red moon rides the humps of the low river hills . 
Reneated Occurrences of Snft Sound s 
~~~"~~"'----"~~~~~~~~~t 
1 . fish swim a QOol ... flashi~~ ..§.ilver 
) . smoke nf the leav~in autunn ~nether 
5, ._Rassel ... tree_§ where .Qranche..§. .. , 1:!_ind whistling •.. who , 
who . , . y ou 
6 , who •. . l istenln..::: ... ~inrt . . • throwing E!!._ay 
8 . ~heet .mist shadows •.. 1ong look across 
1'2 . red .moon .ride.§. ..• ,humQS of the low .river hill~ 
Table III is concerned with presenting lines from Sand-
burg ' s verse which are harmonious in nature·and wh ich result 
5J 
in smooth and easy.motion carried by a succession of soft sounds o 
I nitial phonemes vvh ich m::i.y be considered as soft would be "brea t hy" 
or continuance sou nd s suc h as "f ", " sh", " fl ", " th", " l ", "wh", 
" p" , " r " , " h" ::x.nd "m". Th e terminal " ing" combination provides 
a carrying motion in the sentence and leads to the smooth , easy 
pace of the li sted e xampl es . Not only do the voiceless phonemes 
r esult in softness of tone , but they a]so aid in s lowi ng down he 
phonolo~ical speed of the sentence . Such words as " flashi~g", 
"meetin;ss", "whistling", " liste"!1ing", -=tnd "dreaming" illustrate 
the combinat i on of soft sounds plus the slowin~ of the phono-
logical pac e of the utterance caused b.v the " inB;" formation . 
Such lines as "M-:ike a wide dre'lmine pansy of an old ponrl in the 
night " emuloy both tec hniques ::i.nd prov~d to the critics that 
Sandburg could use laneu::i.~e in such a way as to evoke soft re-
sponses as well 8S harsh or brutal ones . 
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WO RDS EXPRESSINC DISPOSITIONS AND E!liOTIONS Or' THc MIND 
I 
1 . brutal 17 . lau~h off 
2 , proud 18 . break lose 
J , cunning(2) 19 . thinking 
4 . fierce 20 , knew 
s. bra:Ycrincr 121. serene ::>O ? 
6 . lau ;;h inci;(2) und erst~nd I 22 , 
I 
7 . re "le"'lber 12 J . learned 
18 . dre~·TJi ng( 2) I 24 , forget I 
19 . g,bse-:-itly I 2 s. lis tening 
!10 . casu::ilJy 
I 
I 26 , footloose 
! 11 , Sli!eU- \'P-lk I 1 27 . a sk I . 
!12 . sleep(J ) 28 . h~ters 
I 
ilJ . dreams 129 . hated 
I I 
1 14 . pe~ce ( 5 ) I JO . warning 
I 
115 . 12arn~ng Jl. thOU$ht 
w-=i.nts 32 . want ed , 16 . str0n~est 
I 
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Table IV is involved with listing those words which express 
the disposition and emotions of the mind . Thirty-two examples 
of such words were found . in Sandburg ' s poetry . Further work 
will be done in support of the the ory that these words do elicit 
various emotional qualities in the mind whe n they are examined 
i n accordance with Plutchik ' s concepts . 
From the tables presented , one may conclude that Jamieson ' s 
theory conc ernin~ the application of va~ious phoneme structures 
t o elicit negative or · positive responses f~om the reader has been 
supported . However , acceptance of his theory will not follow 
' until Plutchik s concepts have been a?plied as a check . Appli -
cation of Reiss ' appr oach fr om Lan -'"ua ge and Ps•rchology will now 
be undertaken in Chapter Three before moving on to Plutchik at 
a later time . 
CHAPTER III 
REISS ' THEOR Y AS APPLIED TO 
SE LECTED LINES OF SANDBURG' S 
POETRY 
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The analysis according t o J amieson ' s concep t s h~s indicated 
that cert ain phonemic combinati ons do evoke specific attitudinal 
r espon se s fron the reader . In other words, lists can be drawn 
up of words which beg in with speci fi c phonemes , and the words are 
a ssoc iated i n meani n g with certqin ideas such as motion , violen ce , 
str ength , and so f orth . In like mann er , words should a l so evoke 
specific r esponses because they are associated in action or in 
r elation to t heir mo l ar- behavioral association. Chapter Three 
will deal with such a theory as proposed by Samuel Reiss o 
Reiss ' book Languaee and Psvchology states that a l l word 
meanings c onta i n an emotive aspect or quality . Because all life is 
a react ion in t erms of the total personality to experiences , lan-
guage formation can never be free of an emoti ve context . Espec -
i ~llv in the area of poetry , this fact should stand out >as poetry 
is man ' s hi ghest f orm of expression in terms of co~ing to grips 
with life in view of the mind , t he body, a nd the heart . The 
assertion may be made that because of the emotional nature of 
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poetry , the poetic statements should carry a higher degree of 
emotional intensity than ordinary language . Therefore , words of 
a language may be said to deal not only with the denotative , or 
"dictionary meaning", but also with the connotative or "associated 
meaning". The contention is in reference to this concept , and 
Rei ss states that words carry both meaning and emotion by virtue 
of thei r association with other words similar in molar behavior . 
Rei ss ' efforts to support his theory has led him to compile 
a list of f orty-six key words and their phoneto- semantic variants . 
With the se lists> he hopes to illustrate that a spec ific word may 
be linked with an entire grouu of other wo~ds which have similar 
meanin~s . and so~etimes even similar phon e~ic combinations . However , 
the most emphasis is placed on the molar-behavioral ass ociation 
which exists between all the words included on a specific list . 
These words of like association should elicit similar responses 
in the individual , I n poetic statements , these responses sh ould 
be highly intense in their emotive tones in relation to a definite 
positive or negative attitudinal response . In view of the key 
words and their variants , a lar~e range of me8nin~ and emotional 
response is possible . Only t hose lists which are appl icable to 
Sandburg ' s poetry will appear in Table V; however , all forty- six 
key words may be found in Appendix 0 , 
When Reiss ' theory is applied to Sandbur~ ' s pcetry , the lists 
c ontainin g only the key words and their mo l ar- behavioral associative 
me anin ~s will be checked aga inst the randomly selected lines . A 
t able will be compiled of those words which can be classified into 
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any of the forty - six l i sts after a careful comparison of each 
_is~ and its va~iants has be~r. 1~de . ~hen the .t e st ~or ~ords of 
an emotive nature is applied tn S ~ndburg ' s poetry , Reiss ' theory 
should indicate nune rous Qccurrences of words whi ch evoke strong 
emotional qualities if the theory is t o prove applicable to the' 
study of poetry . The conten ti on that po et~y contains emotive 
l anguage should be verified throu Fh a compiled list of words which 
may be associated with other ~ocds on the basis of a molar-behavioral 
p~ttern . The table which ~allows indica~es those wn~ds which were 
found in t~e 150 selected li~es nhic h may be a ssociated with ~eiss ' 
coMpil erl word lists . 
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TABLE V 
APPLICATION OF .~EISS ' THEORY 
TO SANDBU RG' S POETRY 
I 
NUMBER Ot<"' KcY PHONETO-SEMANTIC 
WORD LIST WO:\D VARIANTS 
l Nose 
head 
salt of the sea -
bones of the nose 
smell 
nostrils 
speech require s air 
2 Sn:ip clock ticks 
castane ts click 
cricket 
3 Clap a e;ain s t 
h8.rd boots 
dance 
Li. Cleek holds 
held 
arm 
forefin ge r 
holding 
5 Clap caw(2) 
cry 
crying 




~o down went away 
7 Lag marched (2 ) bl utters 
moves off moving 
cros s over goes 
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TABLE V(CONTINUED) 
NUMBER OF KEY PHONETO-SE1~1ANT I C 
VlORD LIST YIORD VARIANTS 
8 < Lop open doors 
sway 




9 Scratch flakes 
scribble 
little cat feet 
10 Gross head stone s 
scrap 
11 Spring sky 
sp i r a l 
lifted( 2 ) 
r unners 
run 
12 Plash pitted agains t 
1 3 Gleam s un suns et 
shot s pray stars 
lights f og- star 
spectrum fire - white 
prism star 
14 Glide creepe r s s erene 
h i dden sle e p- wa lk 
glimpsin e; sleep ti me 
l apping sle epers 




NUMBER OF KEY PHONETO- SEtV!ANTIC 
WO~D LIST WORD VARIANTS 
16 Smutch dust gray 
rust smutted 
dark smoke 
17 Muddle fool cunning(2 ) 
- changing absently 
tricky 
18 Swack beat tumble 
ha mMer break 
dumps broken 
wreck break in~ 
19 Swash flashing 
swim 
lashing 
20 Whip t akes 




21 Flog blowing 
wind 
2J Whirr air whistling 
whines winds(verb) 
24 Curl curling 




NUMBER OF KEY PHONcTO - S~lliANTIC 
WORD LI ST WORD VARIAN'l'S 
-
26 Stick cedar stacks 





28 Twang l ::i.ugh swear 
lau~hi~ g howling 
warbl e 
29 Pin.g shot 
I JO Bar doors left 




Jl Wear shou l de r s I 
l ong boo t s 





JJ Cut carved c ounting 
corners kill 
.. count 
35 Cob stee l grave 
cinders pile 
. gray 
J6 Bump blue brutal tumble 
I 
6J 
TABLE V( CONTINUED ) 
-
NUiViBE R OF KEY PHON 8TO- SEMANTIC 
WORD LIST WO RD VAR IANTS 
37 Bag women mother 
nest pul se 




38 Bul ge hump 
39 Scoop dug deep 
shovel bi g 
shoveling low 
hol e grave 
deep dow;i 
-
40 Blow warn ing reply 
saying brag.ging 
spe ~k proud 
tell swallowed 
42 Splotch blood 
c ri:nson I 
- I 
I 
4J Drop r ain I l 
give 
open 
46 Knap hilltop 
- hills 
hi gh stand 
I 
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From the compiled word lists , sever~l conclusions can be 
drawn. Careful study has shown that all but five of Reiss ' lists 
can be employed in an anal ysis of Sandburg ' s poetic statements . 
Because the lists deal mainly with words which are connected in 
a psychological way through molar- centered behavioral patterns , 
one may state that t he poetic statements seem to contain a fairly 
hi ~h degree of emotive quality in reference t o the percentage of 
the l ·ists used . Such words as " violated", " grave ", ::?.nd "beat " 
carry evident ne fSative overtone s , while " live", "alive", and 
" serene'' imply positive ideas . That the words included in the 
word lists must contain observable purr and snarl connotations 
was a prerequi s ite gi ven before the analysis was atte mpted . In 
this sen se ~ the testing with Reiss ' word lists appears to ha ve 
been a success in that definite attitud ina l tones can be attached 
t o the various word lists . The following concl·;s i 0ns were ceached. 
concerning the testin~ with Reis s ' word lists 1 
1. Lists 8 , 11 , lJ , 25 , 26 , J? , and 4J were positive . 
2 . Li sts 1 , ? , 24 , Jl , J8 , )9 , and 46 were neutral . 
) . Lists 14 , 28 , and 40 contained elements of both purr 
and snarl words . 
4 . All other lists used were negative in connotati on. 
From these conclusion s , a point may be made which should be sup-
ported in a late r chapter . The degree of emotion in the poetic 
statement should run more heavily to t he negative side of the 
emotive scale when Plutchik ' s conce pts are applied in Chapter 
Five . As Reiss contended in his theory , a large ran~e of emotive 
content is poss ible because not only may words be positive , neutral , 
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or negative in tone , but the y may also carry elements of both purr 
and snarl . This cate gorizing indicates the wide range of emotive 
possibilities wh~ch can be elicited when the word - association 
t heory is employed in the study of poetry . Both Reiss and Jamieson 
have indi cated th~t poetic lqnguage carries a h igh degree of 
emotion~ l intensity ; however , the questi on of which theory is better 
suited to the analysis of attitudinal tones has not been ~ouch ed 
upon ._ 
In Chanter IV , emphasis will be placed on a co mparative -
c ontrastive analysis between the ideas of Jam i eson a nd those upheld 
by Reis s . Conclusions will be drawn in li ~h t of the studies alre ady 
conducted in Chapter s II and III which dealt respec~i vely with each 
theory . At th is po int~no definite state ~ent will be made as to 
wh ich theory ~npears t o be mnr e applicab l e to a n emotive ~nalysis 
of language , but defi nite conclusion s will be f ormed in Chapte r Six . 
Howeve r , c8.re f11l examinat ion of both c oncepts -:ind tr.e appl i cati ons 
already mad~ s hould innicate that one or both theor ies are va lid 
in de ter~inin~ atti tud inal tones . Drawbacks and positive points 
in both id eas will be i ndicated in Chapter IV . 
CHAPTER I V 
A COMPARISON-C ONTRAST OF THE 
THEORIES OF JAMIESON AND REISS 
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Chapte r s II and III dealt with the proposed theories given by 
both J ::i.mi eson n.nd Reiss concerning language ::lnalysis as appl i ed to 
selected poetry by Carl Sandburg . In looking over the results of 
both applications , several interesting conclusions can be drawn . 
There are basic likenesses shared by the two theories as well as 
indi vidual differences . First , the similarit ie s between the two 
linguistic approaches will be pointed to before the basic differ-
ences are discussed . . 
Both J ami eson and Reiss deal with phonemic sounds to a degree . 
J amieson pl::ices primary emphasis on the initial phonemic combina-
tion s of the words which belong i n various cate~ories such as harsh , 
v iolent , 2nd soft . In like manner , Reiss points to various re-
occurrences of sounds wh ich appear to dominate in his word lists 
for e~ch group>one thr ough forty- six . Lookin g back to Chapter II , 
Table I , one may compare Jami eson ' s use of the st- , which he contends 
denote s firmnes s or strength, with Reiss ' Table V, l ist 26, which us es 










The occurrence of the st- in each list indicating similar meanings 
de spite the oppos i te approaches can not be overlooked or merely 
considered a coincidence . Can one then state that a definite atti -
t ude of " strength or firmness" is implied psychologically whenever 
the st- appears in certain initial combinations in words? J~mieson 
would firmly insist on ttis conclusion while Reiss would merely 
poin t to the repetition of the sound as an incidental m~tter in 
his theory . 
Another ex~mole should be c i ted before progress ing further with 
other likenesses in the theories . One example of the repetition . of 
basic phonemic combinations does not serve t o co~vince the scien-
t ific - minded reader of the valirtity of an inc i dent . A comparison 
can be shown between J amieson ' s use of - ush(TableI) and ~e iss' 
Table V, list 6 . The - ush sound indicates sonethin~ actin g obtusely 
or dully accordin~ to the nineteenth- century scholat . R~iss, sim-
ilarly , employs " clump" as his base word ar.d agrees that this " ti " 
sound envisions an unsha ped mass , or heavy trampin.c; sound . The 
likeness between the list for each theorist is amazing if one 
insists on callin~ these phonemic occurrences simply coincidental . 









After applying both theories of linguistic analysis to Sandburg ' s 
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poetic statements, one may see that the resul ts of the words fitting 
into each list , whether chosen according to sound alone , or listed 
accordin g to the word-centered molar behavioral pattern , are fairly 
consistent in the appearance of certain phonemic combinations . The 
similarities seem to indicate that attitudinal language can be 
measured and categori zed either by using Jamieson ' s initia l sound 
theory and/or also by applying Reiss ' wo ~d lists . Further compar-
ison tould be made between each of J a mieson ' s tables and those of 
Reiss ; howeve r , ~s the tables are included in this study , the reader 
may proceed further if he so desires . Enough supporting evidence 
has been cited to at least indicnte t hat both Jamieson and Reiss are 
concerned with phonemic combinations , although on a different level 
and with unlike main obj ectives . 
Another likeness found within the theories themsel ves is their 
over- all tt emic " quality. Although Jamieson can be considered as 
"etic" in some ways , his theory still is concerned with the relation 
of the part(phonetic sound) to the whole( meanin~ engendered by this 
sound ). On the other hand , Re iss is entirely " emic " , as his main 
emphasis is nlaced on the relationship of the base word chosen to 
the other words which appe~r in t he corresponding list . He is not 
concerned with s ound repe tition , but simply points to these incidents 
when they appear . His entire theory is based upon consider~tion of 
the whole psycholo gical relati onship wh ich a word may induce . As 
poetry is by natu re " ernic " in that it must incorporate man ' s entire 
personality of heart , mind , a nd body , Reiss ' contenti on would seem 
to be more applicable to this study . Howeve r , Jamie son includes 
the attitudinRl approach Rlso when he indic a tes the meaning related 
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to the initi~l sound pres ented . ~hus far , both concepts seem to 
be applicable in the study of att i tudinal tones in poetic language . 
A Plutchkian analysis in Chapter Five should indicate which theory· 
follows more closely in describing the emotional tones contained 
in certain phonemic occurrences . 
I n contrasting Jamieson ' s ideas with those of Reiss in r elation 
to their app~oaches to lan ~uage study , reference must be made back 
to the bridge and perspective theories explained in Chapte r I. 
J amieson follows the bri dge theory in that he contends that the 
caref ul selection of be ginning initial phonemes will lead psycho-
lo~ically to a brid ge which forms in the mind of the reaner relating 
to th~t specific s ound . As str- denotes violence , force , or energy 
( strength , stron g , etc .), t he reader will ~ ome to associate t hat 
beginn in~ sound with the meanin g . The phone~ic combination will 
take on meaning in itself , thus form i ng a " bridge " to com.,,unication 
within the immedia te psycholo gical field of an individual . Therefore , 
a writer who wishes to convey the attitude of strength or violence 
has only to use words which contain the sound indicated fo r t hat 
chosen emotive attitude . In view of this approach , attitudinal 
tones should be indicated in a gi ven work through a pplication of 
J amieson ' s ideas . However , Reiss approaches the problem somewhat 
differently . 
The perspective theory takes qn over- all approach to language 
association . Reiss ' word lists corre spond quite r eadily to the 
" field" or "n etwork" di scussed in this theory . Individual segments 
of sound are not the main elements in this concept . Instead , Reiss 
deals with a chosen base wo r d a nd builds .a wotd l ist around' it 
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according to the molar behavior associ a ted with the meaning of the 
"mqin" word . List 15 , p~ge 47 , can serve as an illustrati on of the 
openi rn; procedure . The base word " slime" and the assoc iative psycho -
lo~ical meaning of soft , moist earth or clay is ~iven . The pa r -
ticle is the base word ; the waves are the attitudinal Rnd psycho-
l o ~ical meanin~s indicRted by Rei ss . The next step is to progress 
t o the field . By indic~tin ~ othe r words which c ~ n be assoc i ated in 
the mind wj t h " s1 i:ne", Reiss compiles a list of such lin ,~ustic ex-
ample s . From Sandburg ' s poetry , t he words " ooze " and " mud " were 
indicated as fi t ting in this particular cate ~ory . Re iss ' theory 
may be viewed as f ol lowing the perspective theory close l y , while 
J amieson uses the bridge theory as a bas is fo r hi s ideas . Both 
men approached the analysis from an "emic " point of vi ew , a lthough 
J amieson be c;ins his study from the "etic " A.nd only progresses to 
" emic" in the f i na l conclusion . 
Jami eson differs from Reiss in that hi s approach to language 
anal vsis i s entirely " etic" at the beginnine; . He deals wi th indi -
vidual J ~ n ~u~~e bnits in detail . In f qct , his study is b~sed on 
the si gnific~mce of an individual s ound un i t and i t s effect upon 
the psycholo ~ical fie ld of a person. Jami ~son de lved into the 
Latin background of American Engl ish in makin~ sorne of his obser-
vation s a s to what distinct s ound unit carried wh ich exact meaning . 
However , as stated earlier, Jami e son carries his study fur ther into 
the " e;nic" sense because he does not stop with just analyzing indi -
vidual sound segrr'.e nts , but he progresses on to forming exact 
meanings which are a ssoc iated with each combinat i on . Thus , using 
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the brid£;e theory :'.1.nd starting from qn obviously "etic" approach , 
J amieson carries his study deeper until he , like Reiss , ends with 
an over- q l l analysis on ~ psycholo gi cal basis . 
While Jami eson be-;ins with an "etic " approach , Reiss starts· 
with the " emic " viewpoint . In fact , his entire analysis , based on 
the pe rspec-:i ve theory , can not help being entirely " emic ", as the 
perspective theory deals with an entire " field" of a ssociative 
meanin~s sur~ou:lding a base word . Once the base word has been 
established , Reiss concen~rates on the po3s ibla attitudinal and 
as soci:'.1.tivP wo~ds which , in li gh~ of the molar- t~havioral approac~ 
could possibly fit into the compiled li st fi:;r the chosen word . 
There i..s n r:ithin 7 " e tic " in this theor/ , 8S the -:?:ltir~ psychological 
fi eld of the indivi..du'11 is involved in choosin~ the word lists . 
In thi s m~ nner , Reiss differs from Jamies~n in h is aoproac h from 
the be ~innin~ , but as the two schoJ qrs pro ~ress i n thei r theories , 
the i deas converi;e so much that at the final outset , the " emic " 
analysis focuses sharply on psycho-emoti ve associations rather than 
indi vidual language units . 
In comparing and contrastin~ two equa lly suitable types of 
l in ~istic analysis , at this point_, it can only be said that both 
Jamieson ar.1 qeiss have shown th~t their theories are applicable 
to the study of attitudin~l tones in poet~y . Which approach may 
p~ove to be ~ore accurate , if one doe s , c~n only be determined after 
Plutchik ' s ideas h~ve been apol ied in Ch~pter V. St~rting from 
an " etic " basi..s 8.nd the brid ge theory , Jami.eso:-i conti nues his devel -
opment of the ini. ti.. a l sound approach until he i.s de ::i.ling in an 
" emic " way with attitudinql and psycholo~ical associat ions which 
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are possible with a ~iven sound unit . In ~eiss ' study , he s tarts 
f rom an " ernic " beginn i ng and using t he perspective theory, concludes 
tha t certain base words have a group of wo rds which may be assoc -
iated wi th t hem in a mo l ar-behavioral sense on R psyc holo ~ ical 
level . Both men ha ve set forth t he i r ideas , and as t he study has 
thus far supported ; they have ca·cried them out in a meaninf?;fu l and 




PLUTCHIK ' S THEOR Y AS APPLI~D TO 
SELECTED LINES OF SANDBURG' S 
POETRY 
In Chapters II and I I I , both J amieson ' s ::md Re i ss ' then :ies 
were applied to selected l i ne s from 3andburg ' s poetry . These results 
were tabulated on tables wh i c h may be f ound in t his study . I n 
Chapter IV , a compar i son- contrast study was made of the two concepts 
of linguistic analysis . Varinus likenes3es and dif~erences were 
pointed ta : however , no definite concl ~si~ns were reached as to 
wh ich theory proved the mo r e appl i cable to the study of attitudinal 
t ones in pne tic statements . I n or de r t o determine if one~theory 
is better suited to t h is specific type of l an g11age analysis rather 
than the other , a test acco r ding to Plutchik ' s ~~otive Theory will 
n ow be applied . However , before this study is undertaken , further 
expl~nat i on of the nature of the approach is necessary . 
Robert Pl utch ik >i n h is The Emotions 1 Fact§..i. Theories , and g 
New Model m~kes se veral assertions concern ing the nature of man ' s 
) 
emottonal m~ke -up . Ac cordi ng to t his more recent theory , e i~ht 
~pecific emotions are designated as prim~ry emotive sta tes . Al l 
other emot ions are considered as being mixed i n natur e a nd are 
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combin~d fr om the eight primary emotions . Four pairs of opposing 
emotive states varying in intensity are rebcesented in these 
primary emoti ons . Rea ctions to va r i ous situation s are not of the 
same emotional intensity . For e xample , one does not react with the 
same intensity to fear as one doe s to ange r . Plutchik allows for 
t he se variati on s in i n ten sity by present i ng various d imensi ons or 
levels of intensity f or each prim~ry emot ion , thus providin~ f or 
eac h primary st~te a ran~e of spec ific emot ive tones . An exa~ple 
of this r ange may be seen in Appendi x E under the primary emot ion 
of Destructi on where the dimensions r ange from annoyance to rage 
wi th the numerical value of intensity i ncreas ing as one goe s upward 
on the scale . Plu t chik designates four posi tive primary emoti ons : . 
Exploration , Reproducti on , Incorpora~i on , and Orientation ; a nd fou r 
negat ive cate ~ories 1 Destruction , Protectinn , Dep rivati on , a nd 
Rejection . Various jn tensities of emotional in volvement have been 
li sted i n ascending o r der with the numerical va l ues increasing to 
ind icate the e~otional in volvemen t under each of the eigh t primary 
st a t es . With Plutchik ' s theory , degrees of emotional intensity 
can be determined , thus leading t o the defini t e attitude involved 
in a liter~ry work . 
Plutch ik divides emotions into three t ypes r primary , secondary , 
and t erti ary . Definite criteria determined his choice f or those 
emotions which he des ignated as primary in nature . They must be 
found in all levels of life , must not depend upon a specific part 
of the body in orde r to ex ist , must not depend up on the intellectua l 
a spect of the personality , and must be defined in terms of the 
be havior of the indivi dual in reaction to his surr0undings. The 
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eight p~i~~;.y e~ot : ons list ed i~ Appendix E ~eet these require -
ments acc ording t o Plutchik ' s judgment . The other two t ype s of 
emotive states are for med through a combination of the primary 
states which will be clarif i ed later . 
Before continuing with the actual eval~ation of selected l ines 
f rom Sandburg ' s poetry , one should understand the emo tions involved 
i n each of the primary states . Exploration de a ls with the indi-
vidual ' s explo r a tion of hi s environment , or his atte~pts to do so . 
I t deals with his degree of awareness of the si tuati~ns around him . 
I n Re producti on , t he subj ec t is associating positively with sexual 
beha vior and f or ms of pleasu~able response to stimuli . I ncorpora-
tion deals with the rece ption of st imuli from ext e rnal sources which 
are satisfactory or acceptable in nature . In t he Orientation state , 
a new situation is approac hed . If the situation turns into an un-
pleasant one , the state may turn from its h ighest degree( Astonishme nt ) 
to the negative state of Protection . As this state is highly mobile , 
an extremely pleasan t enc ounter may l ead i n~o e ithe r the Incorpora-
tion or Re production category . 
The four negative primary sta tes will now be broken down . In 
t he Destructi~n sta~e , the individual i s confronted with some barrier 
which stands between h im :=t.nd the goal he de s ire s . There is an 
atte~ot made to remove this barrier) with the emotional intensi ty 
of rage be ing the hi ~hes t possible state into which the person may 
project hi mse lf . Protect ion finds the concerned individua l fle e ing 
f rom some har~fu l s ou rce in a n effort to avoid being destroyed . He 
may range the sc ~le fro rn timidity to actual te rro r , the hi ghest 
possible numeric a l va lue found on the scale . Deprivation is a re -
sponse to t he subject ' s hav ing lost. some thin.:s wh ich was pleasurable. 
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His ne~at ive reaction m~y include the more intense reactions of 
sorrow and ~rief . In the lqst negative primqry state , Rejection 
i s the conc ern. The indi vidual desires to rid himself of s9me -
thin~ which he once found desirable , but now no longer cares for . 
He may go from simple boredom to actual loathin~ toward the object 
he is rejecting . From the explanation of each primary state , one 
can now determine under which valued intensity the selected l ines 
of poetry should be fitted . 
In determinin~ the numerical value for each sta~e of intensity 
under the primary st~tes , Plutchik conducted controlled research 
using a scale of 1 to 11 to plot t he i ntensit ies . The more i n tense 
the de ~ree of e~otional response , the higher the nu~ericql reading 
on the scale , This c h ~pter will consist of evaluatin ~ the selected 
lines of poetry ~nd assignin~ to each line the emotive intensity 
designated. The analysis will be made according to Plutchik ' s 
* chart , using the e i gh t p:imary emotional states g iven , and deter-
mining the de gree of intensity under each state wh ich the line 
repre sents . The total number of occurrences under each state will 
be added . In order to find the average emotional intensity under 
each primary state , the total occurrences will be added nunerically 
and divided to find the average for that particular state . Each 
pt i mary emotive state will then have an avera~e intensity which 
may be used to make the various dyadic crosses, resulting in the 
secondary and tertiary emotions ment i oned earlier . 
In forming the pri~ar y crosses , ~ny adjacent primary state 
may ~e combined with ~n y other . I f every second em6tive state is 
combined , the resu ting cross is designated as secondary . When 
* 
see Appendix E 
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every third e~otive state is mixed , the result is a tertiary dyad , 
the hardest to nnme wi th :he exact emotional degree . All the 
emotion s may be combined i n this manner; howe ver , the further apar.t 
the st~tes , the harder it is to determine the exact name for the 
emoti on for med . Combinations in the sec ~ndary and tertiary fields 
are increasin ~ly d i fficult to determine because these emotions occur 
less often in the hum~n experience . Plutchik would contend that 
the ~rimary and sec ondary crosses are more exact in dete rmining the 
human emotional state th~n the tertiary because these c ombinations 
occur more often to the individual, while the tertiary crosses may 
be designated , but with reserve . 
The actual analys is of 3andburg ' s poetry according to Plutchik ' s 
concep t will be plottert on t~e followinrr pages . Tables VI, VII , 
and VIII wil l ind ic~te the r esulting crosses which were made a~ter 
the study was completed . C o~~ents will accompany the ch~rt s noting 
the sig;n i ficance of the data obtained , 
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TABLE VI 
PRIMARY DYADIC CR03SJ~S 
Emotive State Number of Ave rage of Crosses 
Sr.1mples Emotive I+II , II+III , III+IV , 
from 150 St::i.te I IV+V , V+l/I , VI+l/ 11 , 





I Expec t-=incy mode :-a~e agres-
Explo rat ion 6 . 76 sion or stubborness 
- --
1 
II 6 I Annoyance II+III= low degree 
Dest ruction I 5. 00 of pride 
III 20 I Ple asu re III+LV= lesser degree Reproduction 5. 76 l of frie ndsh ip 
IV 50 Admission IV+'./= some curiosity 
I ncorporati on 4 . 16 
v 7 Surprise V+VI= some alarm or 
Orient8.ti on 7 . 26 awe 
VI 11 Apprehensi ·m v'I+VII= some despair 
Protection 6 . 40 or .guilt 
VII 33 Gloominess VII+ VIII= remorse 
'Jepriv~t i on 5. 50 or forlorness 
VIII 14 Di slike VIII+I= l ow de gree 
Re jecti")n 5 . 86 of cynicism 
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TABLE VI I 
SECONDARY DYAD I C CROSSES 
. 
Emotive State Number of Averag;e of Crosses 
Sampl es Emotive I+III , II +I V, III+V , 
from 150 State IV+VI , V+VII , VI +VII I , 
Se l ected VI I +I , and VIII+II 
Lines 
I 18 I Expe c tancy I +III= some degree of Explorat i on 6 , 76 hope 
II 6 Annoy:rnce II+I V= some do mi nance 
Destruction 5, 00 
I I I 20 Ple asure III +V = low degree 
Reproduction 5 , 76 of delight 
I V 50 Admission IV+VI= some submission 
I ncorpor:ition 4 . 16 or modesty 
v 7 Surprise V+VI I= low de~ree of 
Or ienta ti on 7 , 26 di sappointment 
I 
I 
VI 11 Apprehens ion VI+VIII= some shame 
Protection 6 . 40 
VI I 33 Gloor:lines s VII+I= S0!'1e pessimism 
Deprivat i on 5 . 50 
I 
VIII 14 Dislike VIII+II= scorn , I 
Rejection 5 ,86 l oathing , or hate I ( m()de rate ) 
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TABLE VIII 
TERTIARY DYADIC CROSScS 
l 
Emotive State Number of Ave rq!?;e of Cros ses 
S::imples Emotive I +IV , II+V , III+VI , 
from 150 State IV+VII , V+VIII , 
Sele c ted VI+I , VII + II , and 
Lines VIII+III 
I 18 Expectqncy I+IV= low degre e of 
Exploration 6 . 76 fatalism 
II 6 Annoyance II+V= sor.ie outra£;e , 
Destruction 5. 00 re sent rr.ent or hate 
III 20 Pleasure III+VI= low degree ·of 
Reproduction 5, 76 e-uilt 
I V 50 Admission IV+ 11II= some re s igna-
Incorporation 4 . 16 ti on or sentiriental-
i.1Y_ 
v 7 S1;rprise V+VIII= some 
Orientation 7 . 26 rejer:tion 
VI 11 App:e hension VI+I= anxie ty , 
Protection 6 . 40 caution , or distrust 
VII JJ Gloominess VII+ II= low de gree of 
De privation 5 , 50 envy 
VIII 14 Dislike VIII+III= l ow degree 
Rejection 5 . 86 of morbidness 
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As i ndicated i n Table s VI , VII , and VIII , there were 95 
oc currences of emotion s under the positive st~tes of Exploration , 
Re pr oduction , Incorporati on , and Orientation . Opposing t h ese 
positive emoti ons found in S;:indburg·' s poetry are 64 examples with 
negative emotive va lue . The actual anal ys i s of the poetry may be 
found in Appendi x F ~nd Appendix G which show how the l ines were 
assie;ned t o the various states and also how t he mathematical com-
putati ons were ~ade t o deter~ine t he average for each state . i he 
h i ~hest eMotion~l val ue found in the study was ne~ative ~n nature 
( panic , 9 , 75) and occurred only one time . The lowest emo t i ve 
react ion(cBl ~nes s , ) , JO ) was pos itive in c onnotation . Th e ran8e of 
emotive intensity w~s great ; however , t he deuree nf nu~erical values 
was not as hi ~h as could be p1otted on the scale . ror example , 
no incidents of rage (9 , 9 ) , ecstasy ( l C, 00) , astonish~ent (9 . JO) , 
terror(lO . lJ) , or loath ing ( 9 . 10 ) we r e fo und in the analysis ,which 
irtdicates thqt Sandbur g was not as emoti 1nal in hi s use of l anguage 
struc tu r es as is poss ible within the fra~Pwork of A~e ri can English . 
Hi s enative ran ge ~s indicated by Plutchi k ' s app l icat i on seems to 
be so~ewha~ restrained . As th ere were Jl ~ore ex~Mples of positive 
r eac t ions t han the~e were ne,ative ones , the ove~ - all att i t udina l 
tone of t~e ':')Oetry shou l d be posi tive i.. n nature . This conclusion 
i s i n keeping with the ge ner~l thou~ht reg~rding S8nd burg ' s poetry 
which usu~lly uphold s hi s h igh degree o f faith in t he common man 
and A eric::t . 
Ch?..pter VI will neal with· J am i eson , Rei s,s a nd Plutchik ·i n 
ac cord~nce with t he study conduc t ed using the t heory p~oposed by 
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each . The re sults which have been plotted i n tables in Chapters 
II , III , and V will be studied and c onclusions drawn a s to the 
sign ificance of both Jamieson ~nd Reiss f or the study of atti-
tudinal t ones in langu~~e usin g Plutc~ik ' s results as a check . 
Some correlations should be seen in the resillts from ~11 three 
methods if they are valid . Any quest ions raised earl ier in this 
study will be answered 1 and definite conclusions should result as 
t o the method most applicable in measurin~ emotive tone in poetry . 
CHAPTSR VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SU!'11f .AR Y CONCErtNING THE 
ATTITUDINAL TONES IN SANDBURu ' S POETRY 
BJ 
The purpose of this study was to apply two entirely 
diff erent theo r i es of lan~uage anal ysis to selected poetry by 
Carl Sandburg . The main purpose of the paper was to dete r mine 
i f lan~uage does carr y attitudinal over- tones , and if so , to 
what degree they can be measured . The theories of two emi nent 
scholars were chosen as basis for this study . Ja:nieson , a 
n inet~enth -~entury rhetnrician , was pitted a~ainst the modern 
psychologist , Reiss , in a contest t0 sh1w if both the0ries were 
applicabl e for deter:nining enotion::i.l content in langu~ge . The 
ideas of Plutchik were used as a check , ~s his theory has been 
t ested ~nd proven val i d in determining attitudi~Rl tones in lit-
erary works . On e may progress on the assumption that language 
must car ry emotion as man is composed of mind , heart , and body ; 
ther efore , he must de vise a way of expressing his ideas J including 
a ttitudes , The method he uses is language , perhaps man ' s most 
in~enious i nventi6n ,_. The conc l usions wh~ch have been drawn f r om 
the appl i cation of the three theories will serve as the mai n 
body of this chanter . 
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Conparing J~mieson ' s findi ngs· with those of Plutchik , one 
f i nds se ver~l s i ~i l~r ideas in the an~lyzed poetic statements . 
Table I may be compared with Tabl es VI , VII , and VIII with the 
fo llow ing r esults 1 
a . Plutchik indicates 18 ex~mples under Exploration 
r esulting in a ggre ssion and stubborness . 
b , Ja~ieson n nted 14 words beginning with st- which denote 
~ irmness and stren~th . 
a. Examples ( 6)were found under Destruction , resultin ~ 
in pride , outr·1ge , or hate . 
b . J amieson ' s t heory re sulted in 8 exanple s of str- word s 
implyin g violence , fnrce , anct energy . 
a . PJu tchi k showed a secondary cross resulting in dominance . 
b . J ani eson h~d three thr- w,rd s indicat in ~ f orc ibl e motion . 
a . Under Orientation , a primary cross r esulted i n a l a rm . 
b . Jamieson showed two exaMples of wr- initial phoneme 
words indicating distortion such as "wrecking" or 
" wrecked". 
The similarity betw~en t he ideas expressed in each theory can be 
s een in the above l istings . Both J al".l ie son and Plutchik indicate 
a gress ive , firm attitudes i n t he analyzed poetic lines . They also 
agree that such concepts as h~te and violence are evident in the 
e rnot i on a l t one s . Force , or domin<-mc e , was another factor wh ich 
appe~red in the analysis of the poe t ry . The last conclusion which 
was agreed upon by both scholars indicates tha t Plutchik ' s analysis 
showed the a ttitude of ala~m1 while J amieson concludes tha t there 
is S?me de gree of distortion which could cause t his alarm. 
These re sults indicate that certain areas of the theories of 
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both J amieson and Reiss correspond , although the studies can not 
be compared in their entirety because J amieson seens to depend 
more on movement than on emotional value . Some of his phoneme 
c ombin~tions a~e assi gned e~otlonal or at titudinal dimension s whi le 
others are not . Only those which were given emot ive tones could 
be compared to Plutchik ' s res ults . For exampl e , the sw- was 
assi~ed the distincti .)n of indicating lateral motion . As there is 
no emo~ i ve . quali ty of a suecific nature assoc iat ed with this motion , 
a comparison can not be m~de . Jamieson ' s fai l ure to rely more 
heavily on emotive aspects may prove a definite drawback as far as 
evaluatin g the emot i onal content in language is concerned . 
Table I V indicates a listin~ of words which express the dis -
position and enotions of the ~ind , Thirty- fi ve of these individual 
words were found i n the ch osen po et i c selections . Again , comparison 
can be made between the se words wh i ch wera listed using J amiescn ' s 
concepts ~nrl the res ·11 ting e:11ot ions indic!3. ted when Pl utc h ik ' s 
t heory was applied . 
a . Under Destructi on , outraCT,;e , resentmen t , 3.nd hate 
we re the results of a terti ary cross , 
b, J a:nieson ' s l ist shows "brutal", " fierce ", " haters " and 
" hat ed " . 
a . A primary cross under Dest ruction indicated pride . 
b . " Proud" and " bra :.ging" appear in Table I V. 
a . Distrus t was a tertiary cross under Protection . 
b. J amieson ' s list indicates " cunning" twic e . 
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a. Under Reprod uc tion , a secondary c ross resulted in del i ght . 
b . Table IV l is-: s " lau :;hi!'1g" (2 ) and " laugh - off" . 
a . Sent iment ality resulted from a tertiary cross under 
Incorporation . 
b. ·,·/ords such as " remember", " dre1.mi.ng", " dreams", 
" thinking", 8.nd " thou~ht" appear i n Table I V. 
a . In Plutchik ' s evaluation, ~secondary cross unde r 
Incorporat i on results i n submission or modesty . 
b. Words such as "casually", " sle ep- wal k", " sle ep" (J) , 
" serene", " absently" 1nd " peace '' (5 ) car ry att itudes 
of s ubmi ssi nn a nd lac k of res i stance , 
a . Incorporation sh~ws c uriosity under a primary cross . 
b . J amieson ' s lists i:ridicates " learning", " knew'', " ask" , 
" underst2nd", " learned", and " listening" as examples 
of wo rds i mplyi ng curi~sity . 
a . Plutch i k ' s t abl e shows envy as t he r esult of a tertiary 
cross und e r Depri vation . 
b . " Strongest wants" and "wanted" appear on Table IV . 
a . Under Protect ion , alarm is listed as a p~imary cross . 
b. "Warning" apue::l.rs as a re sult of J 'lm ieson ' s ana lysis . 
a. A. te~tiary cross of r ejection appears under Or i entation . 
b . J :i.mieson ' s Table IV lists " fo r get " and "bre :::;. k loose " 
which would apply to the idea of rej ecting something 
which is no l ~n ger pleasurable . 
a . Cynicism r esul t ed from a primary cross under ~ ejec tion . 
b. "Foot-loose" indicates a cynical at t itude toward li fe 
in ~eneral . 
The c o~parison of J am i eson ' s list ing of words which indicate emotions 
with th e results of Plutchik ' s analysis shows a grea t deal of 
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s i mi lar i ty betwe en the two approaches to language analysis . In 
Table I V. J amieson has l imited himself to considering only t ho se 
words which actually ca~ry emotional val~e . Bec ~use these words 
a re attitudina l in nature , they can be compared with the enotional 
values found when Plutchik ' s theory was applied to the same poetry . 
The listing of words wh ich evoke emotion see~s to comply more 
closely wlth Plutchi~ ' s appr oach th~n just the l i sting of wor ds 
a ccordin g to initial phon eMe so11nis . In Jamieson ' s second approac h , 
he l imits his anal ysis to words wh ~c h carry attitudes . Table IV , 
which lists these words , could be co~oa-ed ~ore co~pletely with 
Plutch i k ' s findin~s than the re sults obtained from merely listing 
wor ds in ac cordance with the ir be~innin ~ phonemic combinations . 
The initi8 l phone ~ ic appro ~c h could only be partially compared with 
Plutchik ' s ideas because sever~l of the phoneme comb i nations were 
not assi~ned attitudinal q ualitie s . There see~s to be S Jme value 
in applyin ~ both of J amieson ' s concepts even thou ~h every aspect 
of his theory did not l end itself t o this s pec i fic study . 
The sirnilariti~s found in th~ conclusions reached b; both 
J amieson ~nd Plutchi k have been indicated . A comparison wi l l now 
be m~de indic at in~ the likenesses found in Tabl e v . which was compi led 
when Reiss ' theory was ap plied , in relat i on to the concl1Jsions ~ound 
i n Tables VI , VII , and VIII . Out of the f orty- six lists organized 
by Reis s , forty were applicable to thi s study . Seven were positive 
i n connotation ; seven were neutral ; th~ee were a ~ixture of both 
attitudin~l tones , and the rern~inin~ twenty - three were negative . 
The d~terminin~ f~ctor as to whic h t one dominates the poetry i s 
not how many lists were either positive or ne ~ative , but how many 
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words from th e se l ected lines fit into each category . The re 
were forty - six pos it ive occurrences ; thirty-one words wh ic h were 
neutral ; twent y- one inc i dents of mixed emotions , a nd ninety- one 
ne gative l i stings . A check with the tables compiled when Plutchik ' s 
theory was a ppli ed will also indi cate more crosses of a negative 
nature in comparison with positive t ones . Both Reiss and -Plutchik 
aft e r appli cation of _the i r t heorie s indicate t h e dominan ce of a nega-
t i ve t onei The emoti onal inten s ities can be compared with Plutchik ' s 
c rosses to check the validity of Table Five . 
a . An indication of aggression or stubborness appears as 
a primary cross unde r Explorati on . 
b . Table V, l ist fou r includes the followi ~~ words which 
mean to seize or clu~c h : " holds", "he ld", a nd "holdin g". 
Li s t t wenty also cont~ins a~gressi ve words suc h as 
" takes" , " buy and se 11" , " ma ke " , "commanding" and 
" violated" . 
a . Rejection r esulted from a t ~ rt iary cross under Depri-
vation . 
b . List seven includes words which mean to stay or fal l 
behind sue h as "moves off " , "went away" , and " goes". 
a. Incorporation has a se conctary c r oss lis ted as modesty 
or submission . 
b . In list f ourteen , words fittin g this idea such as 
"c re epers" , " h i dden", " ~li mpsing", "serene "·, " sleep-
w::i. lk", ;.i.nd " sleep- ti :ne " m::i.y be f ound , 
a . Pride wa s li sted as a primar y cross in Table VI . 
b . Li s t forty includes s imilar att i tude s with such words 
as "bragq; ing" and " proud" . 
a. A secondary cross under Exploration resulted in hope . 
b. Wo r ds whi ch mean to pro j ec t a beam or a ~low of li ght 
are found in list t hi r teen such as " sun", " li ghts", 
" s pectrum", "moon", " pri sm'' , " s unset" , "sta rs", and 
" star". 
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a . Under Protection , despair or ~uilt is listed . 
b. Li st sixteen includes word s which refer to a dark 
s pot o,... blot such as "dust '', " rust" , " s:nu tted", and 
"smoke" . The se words m:iy a ll be ass ociated on the 
psychological leve l with qespair and guilt . 
a . A tert i ary cross of outrage , resentment , and hate 
appears under Destruct i on . 
b . Similar emoti onal qualites may be seen in the words 
from lists twelve , eighteen , and thirty - six . They 
are " pitted against", " beat", " hanme!'", " tunble", 
" break", "broken", ::i nd "brutal". 
a . A secondary c ross under Deprivatinn resulted in pessimism . 
b . ~o~ds which mean to bar or hinder appea~ in list thirty . 
Examoles are "door", "h inde "'.:'", " trapped " , " trap", and 
"walls" • 
a . A secondary cross under Exploration~ which has to do · 
with the " life fcrce ~ re sulted in hope . 
b . In list thirty- seven are words which may be associated 
with the belly or wonb . ~o~ds fallin~ into this 
cqte -:rory are "wo!len", " nest ", "cap'l.c ity" , " live", 
"alive", "mother", " pulse ", "heart", 2.nd " ;;irl '', 
a. Under Protec tion , a tertiary cross resulted in anxiety 
or cau-:ion . 
b . Words whic h perplex or bewilde~ are i ncluded in l is t 
seventeen such as "fool ", " chan°,ing", " tricky", and 
" cunning" ( 2 ) . 
The result s of this comparison indicate that certain lists compiled 
by Keiss are not applicable in a study of attitudinal tones in 
poetry . Like Jamieson , in some i nstances ~eiss fails to indicate 
a specific e~otion with which. the base word may be associated . He 
relie s too much on the acti on assoc iated w;th the word . As his 
approach i s te;~ed as word- molar beha v ioral , one should not be 
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surprised to discover that the main emphasis is ~iven to the ac t ion 
rather than to the emotive content of the words contained in each 
list . The compa~ison of t he · theo ries of both . Jami eson-and Reiss 
wi t h the idea of Plutchik has s hown that both the former theories 
have an identical flaw . They rely t oo much on acti on association and 
not enou~h on emotive content . This limits their usefulness in 
evalua ting attitudina l tones in poet i c language ,although an analysis 
wi th either or both the ories wou ld c ert~inly prove helpful in de -
te rrninin~ neg~tive or positive at t itudes . 
At tbe _be ~innin g of this study, several questions were proposed 
which were to act a s the blueprint for t he research work in this 
monograph . At this poin~ these questions nay be recalled · and·answered . 
Tb.e first question asked if a "grammar of rhetoric " was applicable 
t o a study of attitudinal tone in poetry . The completion of the 
analysis accordin~ to J amieson ' s theory appears i n Chapter II and 
i ndicates that such a study is appl icable and revealing . However , 
as already indic~ted , hi s theory is limited i n its usefulness 
because of the emphasis placed on action as~ociation , especially 
in the initial ph0neme approach . In comp~ring his study to Plutchik ' s 
analysis , only the st- , str- , thr-, ~nd wr- initial phonemes could 
be used out o f the eleven listed . However , J amieson ' s wo rds which 
related to the disposition of the mind in Table IV represented seven 
of the eight primary emotive states . Forty words we~e included in 
the comparison with Plutchik's results from _a list of forty-one . 
~mieson ' s twelfth contention that words may be related to the dis-
p6sition and emotions of the mind has proven to be the most useful 
idea he.presented . J amieson seems to have developed a useful theory 
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which can partially help in determinin ~ the e~otional tones through 
t he employment of some of hi s concepts . This study indicates that 
t he applicati on of a " .gr ammar of rhetoric " resul ted in limitea 
conclusions in determinin~ t he attitudinal tones in the selected . 
~inguistic ' utterances due to faults with i n the theory itself . 
The second question wh i ch was studied i n this paper asked if a 
psycholin ~uistical analysis aided in determining the de s ree of atti -
tudinal t ones present in poet i c statements . This study has pointed 
out that only with ~he application of ce rtain areas of both t he or ies 
tested wh ich were nsycho lin ~u istical in m~ ture could '1 ny results be 
obtqined . One concludes lo~ically that only an a nalysis of this 
type c ould yield resul ts in the are~ of emotive content . Other 
types of ~nalysis might de pic t granmatical structures and othe r 
qualities , but th e y could not hope to indic ate attitudinal degrees 
with in a ~iven st~tement . Only through th e app_ ication of psycho-
lin6ui st ic a l approaches ca n one hope t o determine emotive intensity 
within the l aDguqge . This conclusion points to the need for more 
detai led theories which would enable the psychologists to determine 
the atti tudes of their patients toward certQin si t uations and objects . 
In th e a r ea of literary analysis , better theories would allow the 
scholar t o dete rmine the attitudes involved in the languase of a 
certain work . The emotive field of the author ~t the part icular 
time of wr iting could be determined through analysis of the work 
itself a nd not with a l arge degree of subj ective gue sswork as 
most of today ' s c ri tics allow, This study has indicated that 
psycholin~uistical approaches to poetic anaJysis do result in val -
ua bl e conclusi ons which can be studied in te r ms of attitudinal tones . 
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In dealin~ with the third question which asked if J a mi eson ' s 
phonemic combination approach was applicable to this study, one 
can cite the results given.in Chapter II . Various occurrences were· 
plot ted on Tables I throu~h IV , a nd in Chapte r IV , these results 
were compared with conclusions ind icated after the application of 
Reis s ' concepts . The comparison i ncticated that the two theories 
were applicable in several areas , but due to fau lts within the 
theor~es , they were both only partially 1J seful in a psycho l in gu i::;t-
ic a l approach . Ho·Never , t he re sults from the application of 
J amieson ' s theory were valuable as was indicated when a comparison 
was made with Plutchik ' s conclu3ions . A signLficant number of data 
were comparative in e~otive tone ind icatine th ~ t J amieson ' s ideas 
are useful in those areas which could be ap~lied to the psycho -
lin~u · stical approac h , The only li mita~ion falls within the theory 
itself, which is not wholly psycholin~uistical in ~ ppcoach to be g in 
with . This fault is the only limitin~ factor, ~ s the theory itself 
contains a large number of are~s which yielded valuable results 
in deterr.i in in~ attit11des , 
The fourth question asked if Reiss ' theory of wnrd assoc i ation 
was relevant to poetic anqlysis based on the psyc ho-emotive concept . 
Before mak ing a definite statement , one nust point to limiting factors 
which hRve been previously ex~lained . Reiss'. basis for his 
th eory s tarts with the molar b0ha1ioral word association between 
one word (the base ) '"°.nd a list of oth ers . He emphasizes action rather 
than emotion , and for some of the forty- s ix word li s ts organized 
there -is no emotional tone involved . In such cases , no comparisons 
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with Plutchik ' s results could be conducted ; however , in the case of 
word l ists which could be analyzed emotive- wise , interesting data 
was obt~ined . There were forty - one out of the forty - s ix lists 
compiled by Reiss which were used in this study . Thirteen of those 
l ists could be compared with Plutchik ' s conc lusions , using a total 
of five of the eight pr imary emotive states . Reiss ' molar- centered 
behavioral approach indicated over fifty per cent of the primary 
emotive states which were carried in the poetic utterances analyzed . 
Si ,gnificant numbers of lines indicated similar attitudes when com-
pared with both Jamieson ' s and Plutchik ' s results . Again , i n those 
areas which cou l d be applied t n a study conducted f or det1rmin ing 
attitudinRl tones , valuable inforMRtion wa s obt~ined . However , when 
appl yina this theory , one should keep in mind the limitations which 
have been i ndicated . 
The finAl question ~nswered in this · re search was whether one 
theory proved more applicable tn the specif~c study at hand . First , 
one must understand th~t Plutchik ' s thenry has be en proven to be 
completely applicable t o an analysis of attitudinal tones . The use 
of this theory is not in question here as it was used only as a 
check for the other two concepts . Then the question is limited 
t o includ e only the theories of Jamieson and Reiss . This study 
hqs indicated that both Janieson and Reis~ have developed concepts 
whi ch contai n contentions applicable in determinin ~ attitudinal 
tones in poetic 1 ~ nguage . However , Ja~ieson ' s theory was able 
to detect seven of the ei~ht primqry emotive state~whi le Reiss ' 
word lis~ BBDro~ch only included five . Jami eson ' s approach seems 
to be more applicable at least in this one respect . However , 
.:0:. - .... v .... _ ... ..,._. . .... ... 
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neithe r t heory is wholly app l icable to a psycholin guist i cal ·analys is 
because both place too muc h e mphasi s on action assoc i a ti on , and too 
little importance i s ~iven to emo t i ve con t ent . Both approaches . 
ca n be appl ied t o poeti c u t te r ances wi t h valuabl e resul t s , but 
unles s the resu l ts cqn be compared t o Plutchi k ' s conclus i ons , little 
inf ormat ion ca n be obta ined concerning the degree of emot iona l 
in t ensity i nvolved i n t he statements . Th erefore , th i s s tudy ha s 
i ndic ~ted thRt in combination with a Plu t c hik i an anal ysis , both 
theori e s arc worthwhile . If the theories we re used alon e withou t 
the check, however , only a mi ni ma l deg ree of informat ion con-
c e rni~g attitudin~ l t ones woul d be obta i ned . Although J am ie son ' s 
theory provad t o be so me wha t more appli cabl e than Re i s s ', both 
approac hes su f f ered from t he s ame defect . I n order t o obtain valid 
re s u lts in eva luat i n g emotive con t en t i n l ~n guage , one mus t star t 
with an a'O!J "°'Oach whi.ch is t otally psycholin.<"::u i st i c 8.l. . .\ny th ing 
less th~n this begi nning point wi l l r esult in par tial success and 
will leave the s tudy incomp~e te . 
Th e net r e sults of th i s study have sh own t hat there i s a 
de f i nite need fo r more ps ycholin~ui stical theo r ies wh i c h may be 
appl ied t o t he study of Americ~n Enslish . As l qnguage is the most 
sati sfac t ory me~n s of communica tion man has , he should f ee l a respon-
sibi lity t o unde rs tand the rne~n in gs whi c h M~y be carried i n a s i mpl e 
statement . I t is h i s du t y a s a t hin ki ng creatu~e to de t e r mine wha t 
de gr ees of emoti on may be car r i ed wi t hin t he c onfines of hi s l a n-
guage . I f he is to understand himse l f and othe rs , he must do so 
throu ~h t he ps1cho l in~uistic al appr oac h whi ch offe rs h i m a t otal 
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glimpse of himself as a physical , emotional , and intellectual 
animal . The understandin~ of our language is the gateway to 
opening the doors of communication between ourselves and others. 
Further r esearch into psycho-emotive aspects of language is a 
must , and the neert for better and mo re applicable a pproaches to 
l anguage study has been definitely indicated in this monograph . 
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APPENDIX A 
Var ious I nterpretqtions of Grammar 
In Appenrlix A are listed var ious interpret ations of the te r m 
"grammqr". No one brief definiti o!1 or interpretation has ever 
been formulqted whi ch is satisfactory to a l l scholars in t he fi e ld 
of l inguist ics . Many ideas and viewpo ints ex i st co nc ern ing . the 
correct definiti 0n for th i s word . Below are listed several con-
cepts or ideas about gram~ar from some of the leaders in the field 
of language analysis . 
LEFEVRE(l964) : Ea~h language has its own independent and 
unique struct;lre ; i. t requires its own i ndependent and unique 
description . This structure or system , tqken as a whole , is 
the ~ra~~ar of the lan~ua~e . 
THOMAS( 1065) : TransformationaJ ists hope to specify a " sci en -
t ific ~ram118.r '' whic h offers a loa;ical , eo'.lplete , 'lnrl se lf- consistent 
exp l an~tion for the way ~ny particular lqn~u~ge operates . . . 
ALLEN ( l966) : Ordinarily , a ~rammar desc ribes the langua~e 
syste~ us ed by q ~rouo of p8ople , a g rou p with common cultural 
char8Ct<:!!'.'i stics , 
WILLIS(l967) : As we have defined t he term , gran~ar i s the 
total structure system of a lan~uage ~nd is b~sed on word form 
a nd wo~d arrangement . 
BURKETT ( l968) : Rules , at t~e sentence level and lower , 
gove rnin~ the choice of correct units to fi ll parti cular positions 
is the co nc ern of grammar . 
( New 
27 
Carl A. Levefre , Linguistics and the Te~chinu of Readin~ , 
York : McGr2w-Hill Book Co . , 1964) , p . xiv-. -
28 
Owen Thomas , Transformational Grammar and the Teacher o! 
English , ( New York : Holt , Rinehart , ~ nd Winston , Inc . -;-1965) , p . 4-.-
29 
JO 
Harold B. Allen , oo . cit ., p . 10 . 
Hulon Willis , Structural ~ra~mar ~nd Comoosition , ( New 
York : .Ho l t , Kinehart , a nd v~inston , Inc: ., 1967), p . 11 . 
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The Phone!Tlic Alph8.'::>et 
The examples on the page s which follo w illustrate . the sound 
sesrnents which a:::-e used by the majority of Americans . These 
phon emes represent the fo rty- five basic sound uni ts in our language . 
Consonants 
/p/ the fi ;s t ;:;nund i n ~ . c:;e c on d i n ~. a!ld las t i n tou 
/t/ the first sounri in ton , second in s t on , and last in ~ 
/ k/ the fir-st sound in c::i.b , second i n scab , and last in back 
/b/ the f" r st sound in bun , ;:i_nd the last in nu b 
/ d/ the f .!.rst Sf)Und i n debt 3. 'Id the l8.3t in Teri 
/ g/ the f i ~st sound i n !=;U ll an cl th e l '3.s t in l u ~:; 
/ c/ the first sound in cheer a.nd the last in r'.. ch 
/j/ the firs t sound in j eer an d the l a st i n r:n~ 
/f / the first sound in fine and the l ast i.n kni fe 
/e/ the first sound in therr:e ~md the J.::ist i n beneath 
/ s/ the :' irst sound in s ~ f;h and 1:he last i n r. ~ c e 
/s/ the first sound in shar. k :1nd the last in C 3.Sh 
/v/ the fi".:'St s ound in vile an ct the l ast in live 
Ii:! t he fi.rst s ound in this and -'.:hA l ::i.s t in sc vthe 
/z/ the first sound in zel'.'o qnd 1:he last in ros e 
/f / the mi.ddle consonant in fusi on , the last s ound i.n r ou:?e 
/m/ the firs t conconant in mat , the last in cnrrie 
/n/ the first consonant in net , the last in pin 
l g! the midd le and final consonants in si n.gin g 
/1/ the first and las t sounds in l ul l 
. /r/ the f irst and middle c onsonants in rearing 
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/ y/ .the fi.rst sound. i.n ves 
/w/ the first sound in wit 
/ h/ the first sound in ham 
Vowels 





the vowel in t en , QgQ , lli_l , head , said , and says 
the vowel i n sack , ~. flat , sanP, , and olaid 
the vowel i.n the fi.rst syllable of children and in just 
the schwa f ound in su n , fuzz , and above . 
vowel sound in Aflleri.can En =?; li.sh . 
The most used 
/a/ the vowel in farther 
/u/ the Vi)Wel in full , f!Ood , push , -ind should 
/o/ founrl only as the be~innln~ of a di phthon ~ for most speakers 
/ :>/ the vowel in aonc , f.:1.ll , stv·k , t::iu <rht , and w-:i_ter 
Non-Se~mental Ph oneme s 
The En ~lish lan~uage qlso cont~ins twelve other phonemes which 
differ f~om the thir t y- three already listed . These non- segDental 
phonemes airl in t he oral re ad ing of our language . There are four 
each under the headings of Stress , Pitch , and Juncture . 
Degrees of Stress 
/ // the loudest or primary stress 
1~1 the next loudest or secondary st:'.:·ess 
/ ' / the tertiary stress 
;u; the weakest stress or none at all 
Degre es of Pitc h 
/BLl/ somewhat l ower than your fund amental pitch l evel 
/PL2/ ·1our f undamental or normal pi tch level 
/ PLJ/ a pitch c ontrast above yo ur normal tone 
/PL4/ extremely h i~h pitch level 
Types of Junctu re 




leve l juncture indicating no stops 
rising junctu r e indicates q r ise i n pitch 
falli ng junc ture ind ic~tes a f1ll in pitch 
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Selected Poetry of Carl Sandburg 
"C hicago " 
1. City of the Big Shoulders 
2 . And they tel l me you are brutal and my ~eply i s r 
J. Come and show me another city with l ifted head ~nd sin~ing so 
proud to be alive and coucse ~nd stron~ and cunning . 
4 . fi.erce as a dog with t on ~ue lappin.g for action , cunnin P.; as a 
savage pitted against the wilderness , 
Bareheaded , 
Shoveline; , 
Wreckin ~ . 
Pl8..nnin .~ , 
Buildin~ , bre ~king , rebuilding . 
5. Bra~~in g and lau~hin~ t hat under his wrist is the pulse , 
and under h is ribs the he8rt of t he peopl e , 
Lau :.::h in c; ~ 
" Fog" 
6 . The fog come s in on little cat feet . 
"Grass " 
7. Pi le the bodies hi gh at Austerlitz and Waterloo . 
8 . Shovel them under and let me work . 
9 . Let me work . 
"Cool Tombs" 
10 . Doe s she reme~ber ... in th e dust , i n the cool tombs? 
11. Te ll me if any get more than t he lovers ... in the dust ... 
in t he cool to~bs . 
"N octurne in a Deserted Brick- Yard" 
12 . Mak e a wi de dreaming pansy of an old pond in the night . 
lOJ 
"Limited " 
l J . (Al l the coaches shall be scrap and rust and al l the men and 
women laughin~ i n the diners and s leepers shall pass to ashe s ). 
"The Past is a Bucket of A s hes " 
14 . My g r andmo the r , Yesterday , is gone . 
Wh~t nf it? Le t the dead be dead . 
15 . We are the ~re~test c ity , 
and the gre~test nati on : 
16 . We are the ~reatest citv , 
and the ~re~test n•tion , 
nothin3 llke us ever was . 
17 . St ron~ men put up a city ~ n rt ~ot a n~tion together , 
And pai1 sin ~e rs to s ing and women to warble ; 
18 . And there are black crows crying , "Caw , caw ," 
bringin~ mud anct sticks 
bui ldin~ a nest 
ovar the words carved 
on the doors where th e panels were ced8r 
and the strips on the panel s were ~o ld 
anrl the ~ol~en girls c~me singing : 
19 . The only sin ,?;e rs now are crows cryin ~ , " :aw , ca:1 , " 
And the sheets of rain whine in the wind and doorways . 
20 . The fe et of the rats scribble on the doorsil l s : 
" A. E . F . " 
21 . The r i fle groo ves curlin ~ w~th flakes of rust . 
22 . Borefin ~ers ~nd thumb wil l point a bsently a nd casua~ly toward it . 
" Prayers of Steel" 
2J . Beat me and hammer me into a crowbar . 
24 . Let me pry loose old walls . 
25 , Beat me and hanmer me i nto a steel spike . 
26 . Let me be the grea t na il holding a skyscraper through 
b lue ni ~hts in to white stars . 
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" Jazz FB.ntasia" 
27 . Sling your knur.kles on the bottoms of the happy tin pans , 
let your trombones ooze , and go hush a - husha-hush wi th the 
slippery sandpape r : · 
28 . A red mo on rides on the humps of the l ow river hills . 
" Blue Island Intersection" 
29 . Six street-ends come together here . 
JO. Th e people and wagons co~e an d go , out and in, 
)1 . I t i s the sleep time a nd they r es t . 
)2 . The owl car blutters alon~ in a sleep-wal k . 
" Si'loke :J.nd Steel " 
)). Sm0~e of tha leaves of autumn another . 
)4. I f the west wind c o~es they run to the east . 
JS . Smoke of the fi n ished steel , chillert ~ nd blue , 
By the oath of wo r'k they s·Ne q r : " I know you . " 
)6 . Deep down lonp; a~o •vhen God riade us over , 
Deep down are the cinders we came fron - -
You and I and our heads of smoke . 
)7 . Sin~ an old lo~-fir.e song : 
)8 . Smoke of a count ~y dusk horizon- -
They cross on t he sky and count our years . 
)9 . Snoke of a brick- re1 dust 
Winds an a spiral 
Out of the stqcks 
Far a hid0en and ~limpsing moon . 
40 . Le t us unde rstand the half o: it . 
41 . A ni ~~e r , a wop , a bohunk chqns es . 
42 . An d left srno~e ~nd the blood nf m~n 
An~ the finished steel , ch ill ed and blue . 
4) , And a l ways dark i n the heart and through it , 
Smoke and the blood of man . 
44 . Ho~est~~d , Braddock , Birmi ngham , 
They make their steel with men . 
"Losers" 
45 . Because I was swallowed one time deep in the ·dark 
And CRme out alive after all . 
46 . I am lookin~ for the ~rave of Sinbad , too . 
4? . " You ate srass ; I ha·1e eat en crow- -
Who is better off now or next yea ..... ?" 
48 . I think T could tell thei r heads tanes i 
" Wi..nd Son~" 
49 , Lon~ a ~o I le~rned how to sleep . 
SO . In a passe l nf trees where branches trapoed the wind 
in to whist lin~ , " l~ho , who are you ?'' 
51. \'/ho can ever for ~e t 
li stenin~ -: :l the wind ~o by 
count in~ its money 
and throwin :; it away? 
" Prime r Lesson" 
53 , They wear long boots , hard boots ; 
" Broken-Face 3argoyle s " 
54 . It is too e~rly to sin g and dqnce at funerals . 
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55 , Fish swim a pool in your g~rden fl ashing a speckled silver . 
56 . It i s too e~rly and I 8m not footloose yet . 
57 , So I shall make li ttle fool homes with doors , always open 
doors for all and each to run away when they want to . 
58 . All I can g ive you is broken-face gar goyles . 
59 , It is early . 
" Fl 8.sh Crimson" 
60 . I shall be eaten by gray creepers in a bunkhouse where no 
runners of the sun come and no do ~s live . 
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61 . The broken f oo t ~oes to a hole du~ ~ ith a s ho vel or the bones 
of a nose m~y wh i ten on a hilltop .. . ~nd yet ... and yet . 
62 . I who have seen the flash of crimso~ , 
I as{ God for the last and worst . 
" E.:=t rly Lynching" 
6) . There were many Chri s ts at Gol ~oth a , m~ny more thie f pals , 
many many more in th e mob howlin ~ t he Judean equiv~lent of 
"Kill Him ~ Kill Hirn ~" 
64 . The mother ' s arms are stron g to the l as t . 
65 . The hat ers of t he slurns hated his slum heart . 
66. The s mel l and the sway of them were on his sleeves , were 
in his nostrils , hi s words . 
" Pree i ous !~ome n t s " 
67 . Speech req~ires bl ood ~nd air to nake it . 
68 . The warnin~ holds yet 1 Spe~k now or f orever holj your peace . 
"Moi s t Moon People " 
69 . Yet the ~oon s hal l be c o~manding , 
The moon shall take a high stand on the sky . 
70 . An~ the cr ic kets beg~n a - look ing for l ast rear ' s concertinas--
71 . They were a l l there ; the clock ticks spoke with castanet cli cks . 
" Bundles" 
72 . I have thou ght of meet ings a nd for 
Every meeting a ~cod-by . 
7) . I ha ve wanted t o let go and cros s ove~ 
To a ne xt star , a last star . 
" Upstream" 
74 . . They ~o down s ho t , hanged , sic k , brnken . 
75 . The stron ~ men keep co~ in~ on . 
"Sunsets" 
76. There are sunsets who dance good - by . 
77. And here sl ee p 
Tosse s a li tt le with dreams . 
"For You" 
78 . The peace of gre1t doors be for you . 
79. The peac e of ~reat books be for you . 
80 . The wind learnin~ over its oldest musi c . 
81 . The peace of ~reat mountains be for yo u , 
The sleep "' nd the eyesi ~ht of e8 1Sl es , 
Sheet mis t shadows and ~he lon g l ook across . 
82 . Pumps of the stron ~est w~nts we cry . 
BJ . Tumble , oh cubs- - to~or ~ow belon gs to you . 
84 . The peace of ~reat ~h o sts be for you , 
Pha ntoms of n i ~ht- gray eyes , r e:i.dy to go 
To the fog- star dumps , to the fi r e - white do or s . 
85 . Keepers of the lean clean breeds . 
"The People Will Li ve On " 
86 . The people will live on . 
87 . You can ' t laugh off their c apaci t y to t ak e it . 
88 . I make enou~h to get by 
anrt it takes a ll my t i me . 
89 . "They buy me 8.nd s el l me ... i.t ' s a ~8.me ... 
Sometime I ' ll break lose ," 
90 . To the li~hts li ghte: t han any bones , 
To the t i me for thinkin ~ things over , 
To the d~nce , the son~ , the story , 
Or the hours given over to d reaming , 
Onc e hQving so m~rched . 
91 . The panderers and liars have vio l ated and smu tt ed it . 
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92 .• The people knew the s::i.l t of the sea 
and t he strength of the winds 
lashin g the corners of the earth . 
93 . The people is a polychrome , 
a spectrum Rnd a prism , 
held in a moving monolith , 
a console organ of ch~ngin~ themea , 
a clavilux of color poems , 
wherein the sea offers fog 
and t he fo~ moves off in rain 
an<l the labrador sunset shortens 
t o a nocturne of clea~ stars 
serene over the shot spray 
of northern ligh~s . 
94 . The steel mill sky i s alive . 
95 . Brother m~y yet line up with brother . 
96 , You can ' t hinrter the wind from bl .win~ . 
97 , In the nl~ht , ~nd overhea<l a shovel of stars for keeps , 
the peonle march : 




















Key Words in Aoc li c::iti on of 0 eiss ' Theory 



















somethin.£S su g·gested by or· 
associated with the nose 
associated with a sharp , 
cracking noise , snap , click 
loud noise made by sudden 
impact on hard surf~ce 
Scot . to seize or clutch 
to make a clack or clatter , 
to pres s or lie cl ose 
unsh~ped mass , a he~vy tramp-
in u: sound 
t o w~lk o~ move sl owly , to 
stay or fall behind 
to han~ downwar d , to flop 
or sway ~bout l oosely 
to scr~pe with c laws or n::iils , 
to write h::is ti ly 
thick , bu lky, m~ss ive , or dull 
to leap , bound ; to start or 
rise sl.~ dcl en ly 
to strike and bre~k the surface 
with a spattering noise 
to shoo t or dart rays of li ght , 
a beam or glow 
to move gently and smoothly , 
to move steathily 
soft , moist earth or clay 






































Brief Defin ition 
to confuse or stupefy , 
to bewilder or perplex 
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to strike or beat viol ently , 
to fall heavi ly 
t o move , dash , strike , hit 
w"th clashin g , splashing 
sounds , t o swaE?;ger 
t o move , t ake , pull , j erk, 
snatch suddenl y a nd forc ibly 
to flap violently , to whip 
a slender , flexible whip , 
or rod , to strike or beat 
t o move , f ly , revolve with 
a buzzing sound 
to twist or form into ringlets , 
to bend 
to ~ ive a blow to , make a 
sudien impression up on 
woody piece or p~rt of a 
tree , to fix or set in 
a polP. , post , or shaft 
to prick painfully 
t o sound with a harsh , 
ringing noise 
a sharp sound such as a 
bul l et strikin ~ a wall 
l ever , to exl cude or shut 
out , to h inder 
t o carry or bear upon the 
person , suc h as clothing 
t o pierce or wound , to cut 
into a tape ring form 
penetrate or divide , to slash , 
t o carve 
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Li st Key Word Brief Definition 
34 cuff to st!'.'ike with the palm or 
flat of the hand 
35 cob a l ump , rounded heap or mass 
36 bump heavy blow made by collidins , 
a swelling 
37 bag sack or pouch , the belly , 
womb , to swell or bul~e 
JS bulQ_;e a hump , swe llin ;:; , p r otube r -
ance , to swell or jut 
J9 scoop a l ar;i;e lA.d le I t o make hollow 
40 blow to t8.lk loudly , tn inflate , 
to puff up by inflation 
LH pat a 1 i ?;ht blow or stroke 
42 splotch a spot , st8.in , daub 
4J drop to fall in drops , to let 
fall , to rel ease 
44 touch a li ght s troke , tap , or blow 
45 tiddle to f id :;et or pamper 
46 knap a t op or crest , hill , a rap 
or knock 
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J udged I n tensity f or the Eight Primary Emot i ve States 
DESTRUCTION REPRODUCTION INCORPORATION !ORIENTATION PRO'rECTION DEPRIVATION REJECT!• 
' 
Rage Ecstasy Admission Astoni srment Terror Grief Loathi: 
(9 . 90) (10 . 00) (4. 16) (9 . 30) (10 .13) (8 . 83) (9 .10) 
Anger Joy Acceptance knazement Panic Sorrow Disgus· 
(8 . 40) (8.10) (4 . 00) (8 . 30) (9.75) (7.53) (7 . 60) 
Annoyance H!lppiness Incorporation Surpr ise Fear De jectim JJi~like 
($ . 00) (7,10) (3 . 56) (7 . 26) (7.96) (6 . 26) !. 
(5 . 86 ) 
Pleasure Appre- tn o orrrlrcss Eoredom 
(5 . 70) hens ion 
(6.40) 
(5 . 50) (4 . 70) 
Serenity Timidjty Pensive- ·Tiresom 
(4 . 36) (4. 03) ness ness 






Jud~ed I n ensity for ~ach ~roup of Selected Lines 
1 . Admission + Acceptance 
2 . Admission 
J . Pleasure + Acceptance 
4 . Expectancy + Acceptance 
5 . Happiness + Surprise 
6 . Admi ssion + Expectancy 
? . Gl ooniness 
8 . Acc ep . ~n e e + Dislike 
9 . Annn•r::tncP. 
10 . Glnnminess + Su ru~ise 
11 . Gloominess + Expectancy 
12 . Se renity + Pen s iveness 
lJ . Admission + Sor~ow 
14 . Acc eptance 
15 . Admission + Pleasure 
16 . Admission + PJeasure 
17 . Admission 
18 . Apprehensi c n + Expectancy 
19 . Aourehe~si on + Dislike 
2 0 . Dis 'fU st 
21 . Adni ssion + Pensiveness 
22. Bored om. + Ca l mness 
2J . Expectqncy + Acceptance 
24 . Ple 8.su re 
25 . Expectancy + Acceptqnce 
26 . Pl easure 
27 . Pleasure + Attent iveness 
28 . PleRsu re 
29 . Acceptance 
JO , Ti:esoMeness + Acceptance 
Jl . Acc P.ptance 
J2. Boredom 
33 . Pen siveness 
34 , Panic 
J5 . Admissinn + Pleasure 
J6 . Admission + Acceptance 
37 . Pens i veness 
38 . Pensiveness + Admission 
39 . '~pprehen sion 
40 . Expect::i.ncy 
41 . Dislike + AcGe ptance 
42 . Anse r·+ $urprise 
43 , Acc ept~nce + Sorrow 
44 , Acceptance + Sorrow 
45 , Surprise + Pensiveness 
46 . Expectancy 
47 , Di slike + De jection 
48 . Cloominess + Admission 
49 , Ad~ission + Pen siveness 
50 , Expect~ncy + Apprehension 
51. Apprehens i on + Surprise 
52 . Pe ns iveness + Annoyance 
5J . Admi ssion + Dis l ike 
54 . Admissinn + ~loom iness 
5 5. Pleastffe 
56 . A~ rr i s sion + Gl oominess 
57 . Apprehen3ion 
58 . Admissi,n + Sorrow 
59 . Admiss i Jn 
60 . Gloo~;ness + Disl ike 













Se reni t y 
Pensivenes s 
Pl e~sure + Pens i vene s s 
Dejection 
Expec t ancy 
Se renity + Gl oom iness 
85 , Accept::i.nc e 
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61 . Ac~eptance + ~xp~c~ancy 
1 86 , Anticipat i on + Admi ssion 
' 
62 . AcceptRnc e + Expecr.ancy 
6J , A~ger + Ad~ission 
64 . Seren ity + P ~nsi ve n ess 
65 , Dislike 
66 , Ad~ i ssi0n + Disli ke 





; 89 . 
I 190 . 
I 91. 
I 
: 92 . 
Surprise 
Ac ceptance + Annoyance 
Acceptance + Dislike 
Pensiveness + Pleasure 
Sorr ow + Di sl i ke 
Admission + Aoprehension 
68 . Aoorehension + Expec t qncy ! 93. Acceotance + Surorise 
69 . Accept~nce + Aopr e hens i on 94. Admission + Pleasure 
70 . Pensiveness '. 95. Pens i vene s s + Annoy~nce 
71 . Adm i ssion + . ttent iveness 96 , Adm i ssion + Apprehension 
72 . Dejection : 97 , An ticipation + Ac ceptance 
7J. Adm i ssion + expec t a ncy 
74 . Gr ief + Admiss i on 
75 . Acceut~nce + Pleasu r e 
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APPENDIX G 
?o .,.~ u lqting Ave ~q~e Emotive In ~ 9~ s i~ie s 
for Pr i mary States 
ST ATE 
I 




Expect~ncy(6 . 76 ) 14 
Attentiveness(5 . 96 ) 2 
Antic i p~tion ( 7 . JO ) 2 
18 
Annoyance(5 . oo ) 




II I ~qlmness ( J . J) 1 
4 
14 
Repr oduc t io'.1 
Serenity ( 4 , J6 ) 
PleB.sure ( 5 . 70 ) 
:13.t:~iness(7 . lO) 
I V Accept~nce(4 . 00 ) 
:;: nc orpo.,.atio!'I 










14 . 60 
120 , 96 
5 . 0 
4 
20 
16 . 8 
)6 . 3 
) , ) 
7 . } 0 
17 . /.J.4 
70 , 80 
107 . ? 2 
lJ. . 0 
.?.}_ 
02 . 0 
112 . 32 
204 . J2 
5 . 86 
2 
11 . 72 
7 . 30 
2 
14 . 60 
6 . 72 
18 1120 . 96 
Expectrtncv 
4 . )6 
4 




0 ! > 
6 5 6 . 8 
Annoyan ce 
17 . q.l} 
5 , 70 
11+ 
79 . 80 
5 . 38 




112 . 32 
lJ. . ,., g 
50 \ 2o ~J. . )2 
Admission 
Afte r all the occurrences hqve been mul t ipl i ed by t~e number 
of t imes they were fo und in the selected lines , they are added , 
th en div i ded by the t o t~l occurrences fo r that state , This number 
gives t he average of t he state , The emotion de signated for t ha t 
s tate is the emotion wh ic h i s close s t to the numeric~l value whic h 
was formu l ated using the e~otional intensities assi.$f1ed to the 
emot i ons which may be f ound i n Appendix E, 
STATE 
v 









- - - --1 
7, 26 
Surpr i se 
I J I 1------------- ----
VI 
Prote ction 
Apprehension ( 6 , h ) 
Pnn ic ( 9 . ? 5) 
1 
: 6 . 4 
10 '1 10 
~ 
_1. 0 , 75 
1 1 73 , 75 
6 . 70 
11 17 J . 7 5 
Apprehens i on 
- - -----+--------------
1 
4 , 4 
lZ_ 
71t . 30 
4i} . 0 
::~ . 73 
)') . 2 
176 . 53 
5 . 5 6 . ~6 
g 1 
li4 19 . 73 
.; I 14 
JJ 1176 . 5) 
Gloom i::ies s 
!-- - ----+---- ------- -- --- - -- - ---- -
VIII 
~ej ection 
~is~us~(7 , 60 ) 1 7 . 60 
I 1~ . so 
I




I ~-~· ~ 
5 , 86 
10 
58 . f>O 9 . !}0 
14 J:-30 . 10 
Tiresomenes3 (4 . 5) 1 
l~ Di s like 
Boredo:ri (4 . ?0 ) 2 1 9') . 10 I c; , ?? 
-------·-- -------- ---------- -----
/ ' 
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